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Task force caMs
By Keith Howard
Managing editor
The Army's explanation for a
nerve gas leak Jan. 3 at a Utah incineration facility Monday night left
some Madison County residents unconvinced about the safety of
building an incinerator in Madison
County to dispose of the 70.000
nerve gas rackets stored at the Blue
Grass Army Depot.
Army officials said it was a combination of human and mechanical
errors which caused the gas leak at
the Tooele Army Depot in Utah.
The meeting held at Berea Community High School was called by
members of Congressman Larry
Hopkins' 16 member Madison
County Task Force on Chemical
Weapons Disposal.
The task force was formed to
study alternatives to disposing of
the nerve gas on site.
Army officials blamed the leak on
a combination of human error and

equipment failures and said that
they have taken steps to see that
another leak would not occur.
According to Col. Louis Jackson,
the leak at Tooele was attributed to
several factors: incomplete drainage
of the nerve agent from the pipes,
lack of preventative maintenance in
case of the accident and lack of
periodic system testing.
The leak originated from a gasket
which was not being monitored at
the time. He said they were forced
to place the machine on generated
power due to a power failure which
had occured earlier.
When
the
valve
which
transported the liquid nerve agent
was closed, some of the liquid remained and formed into a gaseous
state which then migrated from the
containment area into the corridor
through the louvre that was added
to the already built design.
This louvre was improperly

Army funds nerve gas committee
By Keith Howard
Managing editor ^~
A telephone call at 1 a/m. initiated the formation OF a fivemember review committee to
look into the disposal of the
70.000 nerve gas rackets stored
at the Blue Grass Army Depot
six miles south of Richmond.
The committee, funded by a
$116,000 Army grant through
the university, is monitoring the
Army's studies and the development of its final Problematic Impact Statement, according to Dr.
Oris Blackwell. chairman of the
Department of Environmental
Health Science.
Blackwell anticipates the committee will finish its work in

October.
" '
Kathy Flood, a member of the
Concerned Citizens of Madison
County, called Undersecretary of
the Army James R. Ambrose in
August 1986 and asked him to
fund an independent review
group to re-evaluate the Army's
recommendation to dispose of
the
rockets
by
on-site
incineration.
.
"Mr. Ambrose thought it was
a good idea and he had the Army
begin exploring it." Blackwell
said.
"The Army complied with
them (the citizens' group) and
pretty much negotiated with me
to develop the contract,"
Blackwell said.

(See CITIZENS, Page A-81

The committee was contracted
through the university by Army
funds. Blackwell was asked to be
the principal investigator on the
committee made up of Robert
Tussey, Dr. Douglas Hindman.
Dr. Robert Menefee and Dr.
William Mitchell.
Blackwell said he was asked to
head the study because of his experience with Congressman
Larry Hopkins' task force to
review the disposal of the
chemical weapons in Madison
County.
Blackwell said, "We were
literally briefed for hundreds of
hours by the Army."

(See BLACKWELL, Page A-8) OfJS Blackwell

BlowirV in the wind

Violations
topic of
hearing

Progress photo/Rob Can-

Beth Ann Mauney, a junior from Williarnsburg, practiced
blowing a ping-pong ball across the Palmer Field before the

start of the ping-pong blowing contest at the Sigma Chi Derby
Friday. Mauney is a member of Chi Omega sorority.

By Donna Pace
News editor
The Madison County district court will conduct a
hearing Friday concerning zoning violations at a
West Main Street house where five Phi Kappa Tau
fraternity members reside.
Meanwhile, the residents maintati that the
violation is against the owner of the house, and they
have done nothing wrong.
Duane Curry, Richmond's assistant codes enforcement officer, said the men are right.
Curry said the residence is in a P-l, profession el
office district, where any kind of boarding house is
prohibited.
According to Curry, if the residence is to remain
a boarding house, it is the owner's responsibility to
file an application requesting the property to be
reasoned.
Phi Ten president Todd Sloan, a resident of the
house, said he felt the fraternity was attracting bad
publicity for someone else's mists he.
"The toning violation is between the house's owner
and the city,'' Sloan said "The Phi Kappa Tau fraternity should have never been brought into it, because
contrary to what many are saying, it is not a fraternity house.
Scott McClary, the owner of the house, could not
be reached for comment.
On Sept. 1, neighbors of the 1210 W. Main St.
house appeared before the Richmond City
(See COURT. Page A -7)

Rowlett gives Grill issue goes to state task force
enrollment total
By Jamie Baker
Assfatant news editor
The university released an
estimated enrollment figure for the
current semester this week, and according to Dr. John Rowlett, vice
president of academic affairs, approximately 13,000 students are
now enrolled
"We look at th • number of
students on campus who have paid
their fees or signed promissory
notes to detomine our numbers. We
also take into consideration the
number of students enrolled in the
university's extended classes,"
Rowlett said.
*
"The university keeps records
year to year that help us in determining the next year's enrollment
figures." said Rowlett.
"I don't see how the other universities could have already released
their definite enrollment figures
because it takes a good while to
determine the figures because the
classes that don't start till midsemester must be figured in." he
added.
All colleges and universities in the
state are required to submit their
final enrollment figures by Oct. 16
to the Council on Higher Education.
University President Dr. H. Hanly Funderburk said "enrollment

figures are holding up. They are no
higher now than they were last
year," in his opening remarks at
Monday's faculty senate meeting
He did comment that the university seems to be getting more nontraditional students than traditional
ones.
Non-traditional students refers to
students who don't come to college
directly from high school or
students drop out of college and
later return.
Another issue that Funderburk
addressed at the faculty senate
meeting was the dual credit program that is currently offered by
other universities in the state.
"Dual credit can take more than
(See ENROLLMENT. Page AT)
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By Donna Pace
Newa Editor
Richmond small business
owners will take their complaints
about university competition to
a state legislative committee
meeting in Frankfort Friday.
The Small Business Task
Force has scheduled a discussion
of business competion from
government and Richmond
businessmen and university officials plan to attend.
According to state Rep. Clay
Crupper. DDry Ridge, the task
force will address complaints
that the university is jeopardizing the well-being of small
businesses by providing services
st a price the businesses cannot
compete with.
These concerns were heightened after the university decided to
sell and deliver pizza from its
newly-rmovated gril.
Crupper, co-chairman of the
task force, said he had received
a substantial amount of letters
from small businesses since the
announcement of the pizzadelivery service.
Though the on-campus service
has not begun, Crupper said its
establishment was "the straw
that broke the camel's back."
He said businesses have com-

plained about the university selling or rentkuj clothing, equipment, appliances and food items
such as pizza, deli items, yogurt
and canned goods.
"Personaly, I feel the university is in the wrong, but we have
to listen to both sides before any
official decision can be made,"
Crupper said. "If we feel these
sales and rentals are out of the
university's jurisdiction, ws can
pass a law prohibiting them."
Several states have passed
laws against university sales
that are detrimental to small
businesses.
Crupper said the task force will
be studying and reviewing these
laws, and comparing their
restrictions with Kentucky college and university tactics.
Though the University of Kentucky and Western Kentucky
University are also engaging in
competitive sales, Crupper said
he had received most of the
grievances from Richmond
business owners.
"We are not intending to crip
pie our statecoUeges and universities," Crupper said "Our decisions will be based on statutes
from other states."
(See TASK, Page A-7>
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The new grill has stirred heated debate.
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In an age in which increased
Amendment No. 1 is imporemphasis is placed on youth and tant to us because it gives us the
things that are new, it's good to independence with which we can
know there is one old relic that monitor the workings of our
has held up quite wall, thank elected officials.
you, for two centuries.
The lawmakers of two cenThe Constitution of the turies ago saw the need for a
United States is 200 years old watchdog of sorts to keep those
today, and although efforts in power honest. And that need
have been made to overhaul it, is larger than ever today.
no one has been able to top its
It is because of the First
effectiveness and simplicity.
Amendment that we can report
Consider that as we com- to you not only what those in
memorate the Constitution's power want you to hear, but also
bicentennial, factions in Ken- what you need to hear. And if we
tucky seek to draft a new state didn't tell you, who would?
constitution to replace the preThis amendment also grants
sent one, which has been out of freedom of religion, a very imdate for decades.
portant concept to our
But just as important as the ancestors, and a hot issue today
original document, and perhaps in light of the creation-evolution
more so, are the amendments. battles in our schools.
It also allows Americans to
The first 10, the BUI of Rights,
give us basic freedoms that we speak freely without fear of
too often take for granted and reprisal, and to voice their comcitizens of other nations beg for. plaints to the government.
In many countries, such acThe one that we feel is most
important was also at the top of tion results in jail terms or even
the list. It reads:
death. No questions asked.
"Congress shall make no law
But not here. In this country,
respecting an establishment of the republic belongs to the peoreligion or prohibiting the free ple. And not just the people in
exercise thereof; or abridging Washington or Frankfort or the
the freedom of speech, or of the local courthouse. It belongs to
press; or the right of the people all of us. And we all have the
peaceably to assemble, and to right to speak out and take part.
And that alone is cause for
petition the government for a
celebration.
redress of grievances."

Profits aren't
issue in grill
It seems some area merchants
are a little worried about the
decision the university made for
an on-campus pizza delivery
service.
According to the merchants
the pizza service will take away
from their business.
However, the university has
said this service is simply a convenience for the students.
How many times have
students waited for hours for
their thick crust, cheese dripping pizza to arrive at their room?
Too many times.
And when the student called
to inquire about the delay on the
delivery, the excuse given by the
merchant - at least one that can
be repeated - usually is. "We're
really busy and running behind,
but when things calm down well
deliver it to you within the hour.
Sorry about the inconvenience."
And after the pizza finally arrives, a little before sunrise, you

run up to your room lock the
door behind you so no one can
get in and open the pfeza box only to discover not the two pizzas
you ordered but one doubledecker pizza the size of a cake.
It seems the driver went
around a curve a little fast, but
once again, they're sorry for the
inconvenience.
The pizza delivery service is
intended to be a convenience to
students rather than a way of
stealing local merchants'
business.
Instead of having to wait
forever for the pizza to be
delivered, the student can place
bis order and walk across the
sidewalk to pick it up. Thus insuring the safety of the pizza as
well.
The issue is not whether the
university will be closing down
small businesses, but rather the
university's committment to
serving the campus community.
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Jail tours would reduce crime rate
Now I wouldn't con rider myself
totally sheltered from the world's
harsh realities. After all. I go to
school in Richmond.
But in my entire 21 year* and
change on tbia planet I had not
once darkened the door of a jaiL Until last weak.
No, Mom, I wasn't arrested. Not
yet, anyway. The fret trip was
scheduled as part of a look at local
government operation* in my community journalism class.
And because the local government operate* the local jaiL w* were
fortunate enough to get the grand
tour. Hooray.
I realize that many of you radical
readers have already had the opportunity to check out the spacious accommodation* at the Madison
County JaiL
But there are no doubt many
more who, Ike me, have never seen
how it realb- is behind that steel
door. This is for you.
I bad hsasd all the stories about
what a miesrahl* rat trap the
Madison County Jail a. I bad seen

Wild moose
chase

Mike Marsee
the television pictures, too. But
even the camera could not tell the
whole story.
As our group filed into the
hallway in the first call block and
that big door closed behind us, I
suddenly bad serious concerns
about the things that could happen
while we were inside.
We could aw the prisoner* in their
cell*, and they ssjsjsj peaceful
enough that morning hi fact, many
ware still ■lisp.
But what if there were a riot or a
jailbreak or some sort of hostage
situation. I didn't have time to be
a hostage. I bad a deadline to meet.

Ws later learned there were 71
people housed in the jail at the time
of our visit, moat of whom we didn't
see. I'm glad I didn't know that
when I went in.
"Stay avary from the bars and
walk along the wall*," and the depu
ty jailer wnowaadoublngaa a tour
guide. And as we walked down the
hall which circled the cell*, that
seemed like the logical choice.
Our littas group became even
smaller aa people started to Walk
very close together. Everyone seemed to be looking over ther shoulder,
and many jumped at the slightest

everything from "Wheel of Fortune" to Whitney Houston.
As we retreated through the halls
on our way out, a few of the
prisoner* aaked us thing* like who
we were and where we were from,
and a few of them aaked some of the
woman thmgs I'd rather not
mention.
But many of them just stood
there waiting on the next meal or
the next song on the radio or the
next time their wife would visit
There an those who would tell
you that those who are punished by
impriaonman t have it better than
many of us.
They say the prisoners get clean
surrounding*, good food and cable
televiaion, and all at taxpayers' ax-

The en tire place amelkd a lot like
vomit, and I expected to sss a pool
of the stuff in any given corner.
Fortunately. I didnt. But there
were occasional puddles of what
But just one visit to Richmond's
appeared to be water throughout jail, just a few minutes inside those
the building. Perhaps t was just s walls, and you know that you don't
leaking pips near the shower. ever want to go back.
Perhaps not
And for our smal group of
Well-worn televisions and radios students, that quick tour waa
blared from every corner of the perhaps the finest deterrent to
room, entertaining the anssts with crime available anywhere.

In other words
To the editor:
Insurance ruling unfair
The insurance business is
undeniably a vast profit-reaping
venture, a* indicated by the rapid
increase in the number of insurance
companies with time. The coercion
by Eastern Kentucky University
administration of foreign students
(F.S.) to obtain health insurance
presents the institution as either an
insurance company or an affiliate to
one.
In this respect. E.K.U.. obviously though unwittingly, is s profitmaking establishment E.K.U., an
apparent non-profit organization, is
shedding its cloak.
F.S., to attend E.K.U.. must have
health insurance. F.S. should be
abundantly appreciative that this
supreme autocracy at least stooped
low enough to give them one of
three chokes: obtain E.K.U. insurance policy, obtain an alternate
policy, or obtain aero education.
The lack of opinion poll and the
failure of the institution to support
its position (from a historical
perspective) as a benefactor to
foreign students distressed by any
form of malady ia in Irssping with
the oppressive aspirations of the
administration.
There is no documetestinri that
the health fas of any foreign student
(even at s school with medical
center) ia sent to the administrators
of the student's coUsgoor universi-

ty. The justification of this sdded
Are the foreign students of
burden levied on the foreign student E.K.U. too linguistically and/or
is very obscure. There is need for academically handicapped to
elucidation.
understand the ploys of dictatorship, segregation, partiality and
The Foreign Students Association bias? Where to. next?
(F.S. A.) waa established to address
the concerns and ideals of foreign
E.K.U. apparently represents an
students. The association has pro- academic institution thriving on
ved its worth aa an efficient puppet progressive regression The ruling
of the administration.
that only foreign student* present
The F.SA. became the International Students Association U.S.A.)
under the guise that the name,
F.S. A, is not aU-incluaive. What is
the purpose of the I.S.A7 How does
the I.S.A. view dictatorship? How
doss the I.SA. view democracy?
What are the elected members doing about dictatorship or
democracy?
There is soother association called the International Student* Committee (I.SO. The committee apparently gave birth to the idea that
foreign students must have health
inauranca The committee ia
anything but international. The insurance policy ruling ia irrational.
Prior to any reevshistion of the insurance question, the I.8.C. ha* to
be reevshiatsd. The ruling is hasty
and unrealistic.
Foreign students are required to
have health insurance; where do the
U.S. students fit in? There is no
known plan that the state of Kentucky or the Federal Government
ha* to pay for the hospital bills of
U.S. students who have no health
insursnee.
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evidence of having health insursnee
lacks uniformity and depth.
Has E.K.U lost its sense of direction? Doss the insursnee problem
reflect the position of the main
governing body of the university or
of an unqualified few?
Amidst the need to establish
(See LETTERS, page A-3)
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By H. Innes Probizaneki

Gregg Wystt. Harktn. senior,
physical $*m*mm
"They should be allowed on campus through health servicee. Then
guys don't have to go off campus to
get them."
Juhe Leech, RMNII, frsahman.
psychology:
"There would be easier access,
because they're going to get them
anyway."

Laach

Tim Stasff.r,
Besvercreek,
twhrni, police administration:
If it wotid cut down on the risk
of AIDS and students getting pregnant, yeah."
Suxanne Brown. Louisville.
freshman, nadeclared:
"Yes, because if people are going
to do it they should be made
available. Its good health habits."

SUuffer

CROWE'S FEATS

Should condom vending machine* be Installed on campus?

People poll

Wyatt

The Eastern Progress, Thursday. September 17. 1987 - A-3

Brown

Damron

Bradley, Louaiville,
Industrial edwcattow

"That's up to the person. Why
not? As many things happen on
campus, you need them."
KsSjr 1 aiaatsr. Real ill, fr ■■■■»,
psychology:
"I think they should be available.
If they are going to be responsible
Bradley
Lamaster
enough to take that sort of action
Scott Hcmrigu, Richmond, senior. they should have easy access."
psychology!
"Definitely, because lots of guys
feel embarrassed going and buying
them. If they made them more
available, not taboo, a lot of diseases
could be prevented."
Dandy Hopkins, Loaisrille. senior,
psychology:
"I think there should be a service
available if people want to use it."

Hourigan

Hopkins

Home is where this student sleeps
By Friday afternoon the parking
lots were onh- half full. It seemed as
My turn
though everyone had gone home
once again far the weekend.
Well, I can't say too much about
those people because I'm just as
guilty. I too, spent my weekend at
home - in Richmond.
No, I'm not officially a resident of
Madison County, but it feels more
like home to me than anywhere else.
Jackie Hinkle
During my sophomore year, my
family moved to Troy. Ohio. When
I did spend my summer in Troy,
I had left home to come back to and it wasn't bad at al. Thanks to
school for that fall semester, I had my younger brother I had made
packed my bags in South some friends, and when I wasn't
Williamson.
working, I went out with them. But
But when the first three-day for some reason, I had a hard time
weekend rolled around, I went calling Troy home.
"home" to Troy.
I remember walking with a friend
I had absolutely no idea where I one day of that fall semester. It had
was headed In fact, my mother had
sent me directions and a
photocopied picture of my new
home so I would know how to get
there.
She had also given me names of
By Donna Pace
people who went to school here
News Editor
because I didn't (and still don't)
Seventeen students representing
have a car on campus, and I had no eight of the university's colleges
way "home."
were elected as senators in TuesI spent three days calling these day's Student Senate vacancy
people and saying, "You don't know elections.
me, but..."
Needless to say, I didn't go home
The new senators are as follows:
as often as I had my freshman year.
College of Allied Health and NurBesides, by this time I had gotten
sing, Brenda Workman; College of
involved in some campus organizaArts and Humanities, Martha
tions and had established a new
Moran; College of Applied Arts and
Kroup of friends.
Technology, Monica Stockdale-, Col-

been a long, hard week for both of
us. After quite a bit of complaining,
Darlene said she wished she could
be like Dorothy in "The Wizard of
Ox" and cask her heels and go home.
To that I responded. "If I clicked
my heels together, I don't know
where the hell I'd end up."
It was then that I realized
"home" just didn't mean the same
thing that it used to.
Home used to be wherever I slept
and ate, and wherever my family
and friends were.
Well, now I spend most of my
nights sleeping in Telford Hall, and
moat of my meals corns from the
Powell Cafeteria. Only half of my
family actually lives kt Troy, and
the majority of my friends are here.
It wasn't until this summer that

I realized I'm not as dependent on
my parents ss I had once been. And
I suppose that's another reason why
I just simply can't call Troy my
home.
Until I left for college, my life had
basically been controlled by my
parents. I have my own life now,
and it's in Richmond
I'm sure it's the same way with
many other students. When we
came in as freshmen, we were in a
strange place, and we didn't know
very many people. It was so easy to
go home to Mom and Dad where
everything was so safe and secure.
But gradually, we made new
friends and needed the comforts of
home less and less.
Maybe we finally grew up?

College of Education, Jill Blair
and Kristiana Huber; College of
Natural Mathematical Science. Eddie Baker, Thomas Beckett. Becky
Cole and Mfchael Ford; College of
Social and Behavioral Sciences,
Aaron Colaer, Undeclared. Ron
Nichols, James Rice, Christi
Carnelius, Jill Oliver and Julie
Stollger.
Ford. Collier. Rice. Carnelius.

Oliver and StoUer were write-in candidatea. Their election is unofficial
because they have yet to be verified
as full-time students with grade
point averages of 2.0 or above.
A total of 282 students voted in
the elections, which were held to fill
seats left vacant after the regular
senate elections
The colleges of Law Enforcement.
Health. Physical Education. Recreation and Athletics elected no
senators.

Classifieds
Earn up to $5,000 next school year
managing orxampus marketing programs for top national companies.
Flexible part-time hours. Must be a
Jr..ST., or Grad student. Call Dee at
(800) 592-2121
Any EKU student who wishes to play
for the Cool Cat Ice Hockey Team
must contact Keith Cocan at (606)
258-8458.
■

$10 - $660 weekly/up mailing circulars! Rush self-addresed stamped
envelope: Dept. AN-7CC-AG. 9300
Wilshire. Suite 470. Beverly HiMs. CA
90212.
New Nurses Uniforms and Shoes.
VEE ANN'S. 228 East Main Street.
623-0096.

Want a clown, a cancan gni. or a barbarian woman or man to come to
your party or reunion? Rent a
costume. Vee Ann's. 228 East Main.
EARN EXCELLENT MONEY in
home assembly work. Jewelry, Toys.
& others. FT* PT Avail. CALL TODAY!
I-5I8-4S9-3546 (TollRefundable) Dept B 4081C 24 hrs.
FREE - Trip r> Daytona plus commission money. Going to Florida? Go for
free. Take advantage of promoting
the 11 Spring Break trip. If interested
call
Designer's
of
Travel
(1-800-453-9074). Immediately!
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In other words
(Continued from page twol
academic excellence, the university
must also propagate friendship
rather than "fiendahip"
Mbangni Mke Ndefra

Blame the businessmen

Senate fills empty seats
lege of Business, Brad Butler and
Joe Miller.

"WHS* WVwWCOUm! WTRC JUST Like yWR FATHCR.

Once again it has become apparent that the city of Richmond
and its residents have forgotten the
importance of Eastern Kentucky
University and its students.
The article written of late stating
that E.K.U. is trying to run the
small business people of Richmond
out of business is a statement that
could not be farther from the truth.
For years Richmond businesses
have survived due to the economic
impact of the university and its
students, the cornerstone of the
community.

E.K.U. for20 years. I thought I had
seen the ties between the community and E.K.U. finally grow together.
But articles such as the ones written in The Eastern Bvm$$ and
The LouiiviU Courier only goes to
show how for from the truth my
previous statement is.
The biggest thing hurting the
small business people of Richmond
are the small business people
themselves When one person comes
up with a good idea, everyone else
in town wants a piece of the action.
The market becomes saturated and
most people come out losers.
So don't blame E.K.U. for all the
small business problems in Richmond, a lot of the blame lies in all
the greedy small business people
already in business or long since
gone out of business.
James P. Plummer

Having bean a resident of Richmood, a part of and supporter of

fUCtUsntOAO

CIRCULATION DIRECTOR
NEEDED

Personal notice to EKU employees.
Do you want to invest in taxsheltered. 403(b) mutual funds with
a company that is ranked nationally
amoung the top 10? We need K> participants. For information call 20th

To deliver the Eastern Progress
on campus

Century Investors. 1-800-345-2021
(Institutional Accounts), or, not dur-

ing office hours. Tom Reed.
623-7791. an EKU employee who
wants the opportunity and paid for
this ad.

i.

Apply in person in the Eastern
Progress office Room 117
Donovan Annex. 622-1872.

. i . .

For best results:
ADVERTISE IN
ESSAYS ft REPORTS
PROGRESS
CLASSIFIEDS
■RUB} 800-351-0222

$15 per week

16^78 to chooM from-•* tub***.

Ord*' CaM&wog Today with VrieVMC oi COO

aMBaaaaHBr
.nc«m ai3M77«aj«
Or ruth S3 00 \o Essays 4 Reports
n3??KMhoAv« #206SN losAngrfts CA9002*
Custom iesu'cn also avanaoH-Hl Hv*s

Call 622-1872

V

END

BONANZA

THURSDAY

EASTERN BY-PASS • RICHMOND • 623-8569

SAE AND STUDIO 27
CLASSMATE PARTY!
••-••#•• mOBN DMNKS

1/2 LB. T-Bone
Includes choice of:
Baked Potato or
French Fries and
Toast.

KT THE CLASSMATES
•AUTOGRAPH PARTY

BAR * VU GRILL?

FRIDAY
WFMI TOGA PARTY

PRE-GAME TUNE-UP PARTY

WITH TOQA

■101

e

sMp.fM

•28' MUOS and HOT DOOS
•PATH? SPECIALS

$4.59
Good Luck EKU Colonels!
Open late Saturday after the game.

M

•OVER $100 PRIZES TO —I

GO COLONELS - BEAT MARSHALL

• MO COVER CHARGE

Good Friday. Saturday
and Sunday

135 East Main, Downtown
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Student speaks out
against driving drunk

Spreading It thin

Progress photo/H. Innes Probizanski

Tim McCoy, owner of McCoy Construction in Harrodsburg, pours concrete in applying finishing touches to the pedestrian sidewalk in front of the Daniel Boone statue
in front of the Keen Johnson Building.

mnn m ■■■■■1

nq

/VIDEO FANTASTIC

*% %>.6 Commercial Dr. College Park Shopping Ctr.
W \
623-1899
624-CK50:
_ Will be open after EKU vs Marshall Game

"How can I get another phone call
sir?" I asked He said I couldn't, but
that the pretrial judge would see me
in the morning.
"In the morning," I ssid
desperately. "Yes, in the morning,
he^aid.
The doors slammed shut behind
me.
It was in this 10-by-lO. boxlike
cell that I began to cry.
There were no bars, no windows,
no pillows, no nothing! Just an iron
bed, a ceramic urinal and a whole lot
of concrete and steel.
The floor was gray, the walls were
gray, and the cell was lonely.
There wasn't any toilet paper.
There weren't any covers or
blankets or towels or soap or
anything. Everything in this room
was attached and I sure felt like a
criminal.
I was cold. I was scared. I was
tired. I was lonely. I was hungry,
and all I wanted was to be back at
the party with all my friends. But
it was too late.
At 9 am. the jailer came to get
me. I still hadn't slept. A jail is not
the ideal place for a good night's
sleep.
Karen, the pretrial judge, was the
Jeff Newton it a sophomore jourfirst friendly face I had seen since nalism major and a Progress staff
writer.
I left the party.

Expires

10-31-87
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Newly Remodeled
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Captain D's.
a

■f- J^jStiliUt

Fr.nch FOBS
Cole Slaw
Hushpuppi.t

MONDAY. TUESDAY.
WEDNESDAY
TWO

2 Pc. Fish Dinner
French Fri.t
Col* Slaw
2 HuBhpuppiei

$458
™

COUPON ■•>•>•>•>•>•>•>■

FISH & FRIES
ONLY $2.00

*" ►• d •« «•> aam «~-l a. too
i!lt'.olo*J ft.chmood

Two tender fish lillets
natural cut trench tries
and 2 southern style hush
puppies

Call Today To Make Arrangements
For Your Next Party Or Tailgating!
Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,
Pepsi Free and Mountain Dew
12 pack

FISH & FRIES
ONLY «W.OO

Two tender tish fillers.
natural cut trench tries
and 2 southern style hush
puppies

Nn* OoJ Mtfl *<• altWI V..I <■ teiwl

Captain
D's
a ii real III I k seafood place

Captain
D's.
great III tic seafood place

FISH & FPIF^t
PftD ZL i-k Irwv
run
G*0 fill
ONLY <p£.\J\J

Two tender fish fillets
natural cut french fries
ana 2 southern style hush
pupoies

Not foot] «ttfi sr>. otf«f *m*i at «K«unt
I05t lo'VO Rood) >KKm«nd

Captain
D'S'
• frterfllttk wjfood place

»S»»T

/

$3.30 per person

Duncan Hines CooKies
(all varieties) 11-12 02

2 liter bottles

$1.79

.99

Piggly Wiggly
2% Milk 1 gal.

Jif Peanut Butter
18 oz jar 5

$1.79
Lay's Potato Chips
10 oz bag

$1.69
$1.79

J

•»«-•»•»•»•-•»•» -CLIP THIS COUPON — — — — — — — e.™

"^EPl-emWliM©©ylfl
AW&OL&HU

Potato Salad
Macaroni Salad
Cole Slaw
Pickles and Olives
Bread and Rolls

Foiw5 or more people ...

$2.99

•»•■ — — ClIP THIS COUPON •»•»-»•»»»-»•■.■Q. CDICC
twe'ender tish tniets
WUmm
natural cut trench fries
CO A A
and 2 southern sty ie hush
3>a£.UU
Puppies

ZZZZTZZZ*"'
■"«*-— •>■»>•• »».

•
•
•
•
•

$1.09

Captain
D's
a f reaTllltle seafood place

CUP THIS COUPON-

•» — — —
CICU
J*\e%
FOR
ONLY

• Medium Rare Roast Beef
• Our Own Baked Ham
• first Cut Corned Beet
• Roasted Turkey Breast
• Swiss and American Cheese

8»atllttle seafood place.

• *79

12 dinner rolls

Only $7.95

1059 Berea Road, Richmond

ALL
YOU CAN EAT
^Country Style Dinner

cola 8law

Our Cold Cut Buffet Platters
; uared and Garnished Trays

_hnfty Dutchman
Motel

1623-8813

Includes: 12 pes of chicken '
1 lb. of potato salad

plan
now for fall parties
and tailgating!

■■■■!■■■■ n

10-31-87

12 Piece Chicken Special

467 Eastern Bypass, Richmond, KY

with coupon only

with coupon only
Expires

Jeff Newton

She read me a form, which I signed without reviewing its content. By
doing so, I hoped to be one step
closer to freedom.
I hadn't slept for 27 hours and I
just wanted to be on my way home.
She said she would do her best
and talk to the judge for me, which
she did, and I was later released on
my own recognizance.
So now I'm free. Later this month
I will undoubtedly have to pay
several hundred dollars in fines for
my carelessness. I may aho lose my
license.
I will have to deal with this on my
own, and I hope I will still be driving my worn-out Datsun 210 to
class.
But more important than the
charges against me is the lesson I
hsve learned from my mistake.
Sitting in jail gave me time to
think. And time to be scared.
Being arrested taught me that I
could have killed someone. That's
right. Sophomore Jeffrey Newton
could have taken someone else's life
simply because he was too stubborn
to listen to the people who cared
about him.
Now I have gone through it for
you. I hope this deters you from
driving while drunk. If it doesn't,
then you may have to pay the same
price I will
It may be only $500, but then
again it might be someone's life.
Don't kill a human befog. Kill the
illusion that driving while drunk
won't hurt anyone.

'^^>

one night
Monday Thursday

one night;

Your turn

piggly wiggly

2 MOVIES

VCR &
MOVIES

On Sept. A, I left a fraternity party and was on my way to see my
girlfriend in Indiana
I had been drinking that night. I
missed my girlfriend so much that
I just had to leave that very second.
My friends pleaded with me to stay
until morning and leave when I
wasn't drunk.
However, I had other plans. So
when no one was looking, I sneaked out and was on my way to
Indiana. It was about 2 a.m., and I
was dipping along at 94 mph when,
all of a sudden, I saw blue lights
flashing in my rear view mirror.
I pulled over and gave the state
trooper my license (as i I needed it
wh«re I was going). He asked me to
step out of my car and explain
However, my slurred speech
prompted him into giving me a
sobriety test I was asked to put my
right foot two inches from the
bumper of my car and bold it there.
I couldn't.
I knew then that I was in serious
trouble. The officer then informed
me that I was being arrested for
driving under the influence of
alcohol.
I was placed in the cruiser and
taken to the Shelby County jail
where I was booked and given a
breathabzer test. I registered a
blood-alcohol level of .17 percent,
well above the. 10 percent level, the
Kentucky imimum for being charged with a DUI offense.
After being booked, I was allowed to make one phone call. So I called my girlfriend, but I was disconnected before I could tdl her the full
details of my arrest.
The jailer then told me I had to go
to a cell with him.

iGI
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Halls may lose open house
if hours not set by Sept. 25
B, MikeNUrM.
open for halls that, for some reason,
Editor
wished to have fewer open house
Several mi versity rarideoce halla hours than approved.
may IOM their open bouse hours as
"The hall councils have the option
■ result of a university requirement of fh^wtiy; hours for their hall
that hall councils approve hours for within those hours," Lewis said.
eachhalL
"They can't extend the universityRssidsncsHsll Association preei- approved hours, but they can limit
dsnt Mkhasl Lewis urged members them."
attending Monday's regular RHA
And while most halls are expected
meeting to push for passage of the to approve the maximum number of
hours through their hall councils by hours available, each council will
Sent. 26.
vote on the matter and file the
RHA passed legislation last results with Lewis by Sept. 26.
semester weiring extended open
Halls in which the council does
house hours, and university not meet that deadline will forfeit all
administration granted the request open house hours for all residents.
with some conditions.
In addition, each floor must have
For the first four weeks of the cur- at least one representative present
rent semester, all halls are using the at the hall council meeting in which
schedule approved by the the issue is voted on. If each floor
university, which allows open house is lie*, repealled the results of the
hours every day in both men's and vote will be invalid.
«
women's halls.
In other action, RHA plans to
But the university left the door submit s letter of support to the

Division of Pood Services in the
wake of unfavorable reaction from
local merchants to new services
available n the Powel Grill.

The association will sponsor
similar promotions for each home
football gams.

"They polled the students, and
that's what the students wanted,"
Lewis said, nfarring to surveys conducted prior to ths summer
renovation of the grill.

In addition, RHA will sponsor a
dance from 8 p.m. to 1 a_m. Friday
in the Keen Johnson Building.
Music will bs provided by ''Southwind," a country-rock band, and by
a disc jockey.

"They did something for us; now
we need to do something for them."
Lewis said

Admission is free to those wearing ' •western attire. ' All others will
be charged 60 cents.

In an attempt to promote the
university's home football opener.
RHA has ordered 2.000 stickers and
600 buttons featuring the game's
theme. "Colonels' Romd-Up."
The total printing cost of $282
will be split evenly between RHA
and the New Way Boot Shop. The
stickers wil be distributed free,
while the buttons will be sold for 26
cents each

The association also voted Lo rent
three university vans for transportation to the South Atlantic
Affiliate of College and University
Residence Halls conference Oct.
9-11 in Knoiville. Tem.

from the bicycle rack outside Case
Hall.
Mslinda Ieaace. Clay Hall
cafeteria drector, reported that
some individuals had entered the
cafeteria after taking out some ceiling tiles. No items were disturbed

and an inventory will be taken.
Stacy Wright, Dupree Hall,
reported the theft of a ring from his
room. The room of s suspect, James
Edwards, was searched with
negative results. The investigation
Is continuing.

RHA is also printing up to 260
sheets of suckers to be used by
delegates to promote the university at the conference.

Police beat
The following reports have been
filed with the university's Division
of Public Safety.

her car while it was parked in the
Lancaster Lot.
Lynn Sdkaefer, Walters Hall,
reported that someone damaged her
vehicle whie parked on Second
Street near Walters Hall.

Sept. 3:
Jade Walker, McGkegor Hail,
reported her vehicle had been
damaged while parked in Alumni Sept. 9:
Coliseum Lot.
Pearl Simpson, night supervisor
Use May. Clay Hall, reported her of Csse Hall, reported the fire alarm
vehicle had been damaged while sounding. The Richmond Fire
parked in Alumni Coliseum Lot.
Department responded and found
Sechi Purvis. Brockton, reported that a water balloon had activated
her vehicle bad been damaged while the smoke detector on the fourth
parked at her residence
floor.
Teresa Gfcbona. Case Hall assisWanda King. Keene Hall,
tant director, reported the fire alarm reported the theft of her wallet from
sounding. The Richmond Fire her purse located at the Keene Hall
Department responded and upon ar- office.
rival. Gibbons had the fire, which
started in the janitor's closet, out. Sept. 10:
Cloyd Bumgardner, Richmond,
reported the theft of a set of louvers
Sept. 6:
Cindy Banks, McGregor Hall. from his vehicle while parked in the
reported the theft of her wallet from Madison Lot.
her purse.
Jennifer Short, Case Hall,
Denver Mays, Dupree Hall, was reported the theft of her bicycle
arrested on a charge of alcohol intoxication and representktg as one's
own, another's license.
Michael Sterrett, Martin Hall,
reported damage to his vehicle while
parked in Walters Lot
Sept. 7:
Danny Herman, Commonwealth
Hall, reported the theft of his wallet
from his room.
Elaine Osborne, Dupree desk
clerk, reported the fire alarm sounding. The Richmond Fire Department responded and it was determined the fire was caused by the
heat from the showers on the fifth
floor.
Sept. 8:
Troy Snawder, O'Donnell Hall,
reported the theft of a radio and
amplifier from his vehicle while
parked in the EUendale Lot.
Allen Perkins, Richmond,
reported the theft of his sun roof
from his vehicle while parked in the
Lancaster Lot.
Glen Bratcher, Richmond,
reported the theft of a textbook
from Stratton 333.
Deniee Renfro, Brockton,
reported that someone damaged her
children's bicycle outside her
residence.
Gladys Vanderpool, Combe Hall,
reported the theft of headlights,
windshield wipers, speakers and
spark plug wires from the engine of

Buccaneer
Drive-in
Sleep all day Party all night.
Never git nv < >ld. Never d ie
It's fun to he a vampire

THE
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Gas * G roceries * Deli
Lunch Specials Daily
Fresh Deli
Low 6 - Pack Prices Daily

Chili Dogs
8 for 39°
EKU I.D. Required
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COMPLETE EYE CARE
EYEGLASSES - CONTACTS
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X
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Insurance Welcome
Medical Cards
Credit Terms
Available

Specially Designed Contact Lenses For Astigmatism By
BAUSCH & LOMB and HYDROCURVE
EXTENDED WEAR LENSES
Can Be Worn Up To Two Weeks Without Removing Or Cleaning
DR. WILLIAM R. ISAACS
Optometrist

£
%
%
%
%
%

DR. WILLIAM T. REYNOLDS
Optometrist

DR. C. L DAVIS
Optometrist

n%
%
%
%

All Brands of Contacts
Soft & Semi-Soft
Permalens
Bifocal Contacts

WIDE SELECTION OF FASHIONABLE
EYEGLASSES TO CHOOSE FROM

%

LETHAL
WEAPON

White Lightning Food Stores |

228 W. Main
Richmond, Ky

Open Mon - Sat
8:30 ant • 6:00 pm

623-3358

Member of Kentucky Optometrlc Association

£. .
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Progress photo/Mary Haydon

Monday's warm weather made it an enjoyable day for
hackeysack in the Ravine. Scott Rose, a freshman from
Flatwoods, took the time to enjoy his own game.
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Hearing set
for Monday
on tuitions

Progress photo/Mary Haydon

Taking it easy
Liz Roth, a sophomore from Louisville, gets away from
it all for a little personal time in the Ravine. Roth took

advantage of the beautiful day to read the Bible and
relax.

By Donna Pace
N«wa editor
Tuition increases wil be debated
by university students, parents and
citizens of the Central Kentucky
area at a meeting Monday in Lexington with officials from the Kentucky Council on Higher Education.
The meeting, which wil be nek) at
the University of Kentucky, will
focus on a possible tuition increase
in January, as well as tuition fees for
the next two academic years at Kentucky'a state universities and community colegee.
The hearing is one of three
scheduled by the Council on Higher
Education across the state this
month.
Student Senate president David
Nusz said student representation
and participation at the meeting is
essential so students' questions can
be heard.
Nusz and Kentucky university
and college presidents will be
presenting statements and resolutions against the increases.
According to Nusz, the January
tuition increase will "probably be
postponed" but a law increase in

Library board gets 4,910 names for petition
By Mike Marsee
Editor
Citizens heading the drive for a
public library in Madison County
submitted their petition with more
than 4,900 signatures to the
Madison County Fiscal Court
Tuesday.
As a result, the county is one step
closer to abandoning its status as
one of only four Kentucky counties
that does not have a public library.

County judge-executive Harold
Botner scheduled the hearing for 7
p.m. Oct 27 in the Posey
Auditorium in the Stratton
Buil dinar.
Dr. Stuart Tobin. chairman of the
library board, presented 638 pages
of signatures of registered voters to
the court at its regular meeting.
The petition asks for the court to
form a taxing district with authority to impose a special ad valorem

tax of 3.5 cents on each $100 of property assessed for tax purposes.

The money raised from the tax
would be used to establish and , Portia Pennington, the library
maintain the library, which would coordinator, said a total of 4.910
be located in the old Federal signatures were submitted.
Building on Main Street, and a proposed Berea branch.
The county clerk's office will
According to a press release from spend much of the next two weeks
verifying the signatures, and the
the library board, the signatures
clerk will report the number of
were collected in less than three
signatures at the next court
months in a door-to-door campaign
meeting.

65 spaces opened in Begley
Progress staff report
Additional parking for commuting students and university
employees has been created in the
Begley Lot.
Joe Miller, a recently elected
member of Student Senate, said he
and Mickey I.acy. chairman of the

senate's student rights committee,
had met with Dr. Doug Whitlock,
executive assistant to the president,
on the matter.
An agreement was reached to
reduce the area used by the marching band for practice, a move that
opened 65 additional spaces in the

conducted by hundreds of local
volunteers.

Begley Lot.
"We condensed as far as we
could.'' Miller said. "It put them
(the band) in a bind, but they agreed
to It."
The entire lot will be opened when
the marching bund completes its
season later this fall.

The library board exceeded that
goal by 47 percent, and Ftonnington
said the board was very pleased
with the response.
"I'm very elated," she said.
' 'We've had such a surge of support
in the last week. I think that's a
strong message (to the court)."
Pennington said the board would
"be waiting impatiently for the
results" of the verification process
and was developing its presentation
for the bearing.

The library forces needed 3,000
"We are h the proceai of plannsignatures to make the petition
valid because of a state law requir- ing what we're going to do at the
ing signatures of 25 percent of the hearing," she said.
average number of registered voters
The issue will be brought before
who voted in the last four general
the court at its Nov. 4 meeting.
elections.

next fall's tuition is probable.
"Students need to attend the
meeting and be adamant about their
concerns," Nusz said. "Statewide,
we are being given a chance to be
heard. If we don't take advantage
of it, the state will."
According to Nuaz, the university would not provide transportation
or excused absences for students to
attend the hearing.
'The university doesn't see the
great importance of this meeting,"
Nusz said. 'But then again, it's not
their money that's in question."
Gary Cox, chairman of the Council on Higher Education, said there
is a possibilty the tuition-setting
policy will be changed so the council can receive more needed money
next fall.
Cox said funds for the council
have been declining because the income of Kentucky hasn't been growing as fast as expected.
According to Cox, these state appropriations are the largest source
of income for the state's public
universities. Tuition is the secondlargest income source.
"This meeting will help the state
see how citizens feel about making
up the deficit.'' Cox said.
Cox said the most feasible way he
saw possible was through a tuition
increase. "But we are all willing to
hear anyone that wants to be
heard," he said.
Cox said if there is a large tuition
increase next fall, financial aid
should became more available for
those students having trouble
meeting the larger fee
"Because the income is lower,
state dollars are lower," Cox said.
"We are just trying to create a
balance."
The meeting will be held at 2 p.m.
Monday in the Worsham Theater on
the first floor of the UK Student
Center Addition.
Nusz said a caravan of students
plans to leave at 1 p.m. from Alumni Coliseum.
Other hearings will be held Sept.
24 in Bowing Green and Sept. 28 in
Ashland.
The council will take up the issue
at its Nov. 5 meeting.

Students
we're the pros. of the game
STOCK MUFFLER

\

* 1 Year Warranty
Allison Kotouch
Eastern Kentucky University ■
3rd Team At-Large Cross Country ■
3rd Team At-Large Track«
Nursing i
4.00 GPA<
Sophomore'
Hometown: Baden, PA <

$

95
19

* Most Cars

ed)
(installed)

I %J

Over 1,000,000 sold

i
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Congratulations to the GTE Academic All-Americans.'

DISCOUNT MUFFLERS & BRAKES

Eastern By-Pass
Richmond, Ky. 40475
624-0190

They are the leaders of the team. But what makes them even more special is their outstanding
academe records. They are the GTE Academic All-Amencans, selected by the College Sports
Information Directors of America (CoSIDA) for being high achievers-iri the game as well as the
classroom. GTE is proud to be the official sponsor of this 35 year-old program and congratulates
these student-athletes on their Academic All-Amencan achievements.
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Court to hear violations
<CiMtl—id ttmm Paa» Q—>

atating they believed
the B»a|t— WM an unofficial
fraternity houae.
Neighbor* alao voiced concerns
about heavy traffic, loud music and
excees traah around the houae.
Accordinato Sloan, however, the
five fraternity members have bettered the house and are living in it
as "five Manda."
OMMB

Sloan said he believed the complaint* were against much more
than a m£^mM violation
"It is a push against the whole
fraternity system here in Richmond
and in torn against the university's
housing policies," he said.

Sloan said because the university
would not work with the fraternity
on supplies and reposition for a
fraternity floor, some of the men
moved off —paj
"We had plane for a newer, up
dated floor and those pkns were approved," 9oan said. "But whan it
came to purchasing the eupphea and
beginning the renovations, the
university gave us the runaround."
However, according to Dr.
Hayward M. "Skip" Daugherty,
dean of student services, if the
fr aternit v turned in the floor plans

and deposits for
they would hive
services sa other

on time,
the same

■a,

"As long as the plan* ware approved, they shouldn't have had any
problems," Daugherty said.
Daughertyasid he hadn't heard of
any complaints about room arrangementa from the fraternity.
"The administration doesn't care
anything about the Greeks," Sloan
said. We raised $80,000 for the
Richmond community last year, yet
no on* is willing to stand by us
now."

Enrollment estimate given
(Coa tiaaed from Pag* One)

Gimme a break
Progr*** pnotcAhvy H*VOOO
Jill Hall, a junior from Irvine, took a breather for a few minutes to rest her eyes
after intensive studying in the Ravine Monday. The beautiful weather was preceded by rains, which should continue into the weekend.

Task force to hear debate
(Continued from Page One)
Crupper said before any decisions can be enforced by the
state, a bill would have to be
drafted at the request of the
committee.
According to Crupper, the bill
could be taiored specifically to
university competition or it could
include all government facilities.
Earl Baldwin, vice president of
business affairs, said he will be
attending Friday's meeting
along with other university
officials.
"We will tell the committee
what we have been saying all
along," Baldwin said. "We
established the pizza delivery
service because the students asked for it!"

Baldwin said in 1983 and 1986
the Student Senate paased
resolutions requesting grill
renovations.

"Some of the businesses are
complaining about services we
have bean operating for years,"
Baldwin said.

The university is working
hard to honor the requests of the
students, and we now need their
help," Baldwin said. "Student
support would really help our
stand on this issue."

"We have never set out to hurt
any other businesses, we have
only answered requests."
Randy Bacon, a legislative
aide, amid he was expecting
several Richmond small business
representatives at the masting.

According to Baldwin, be has
heard nothkig from any of the
small businesses.
'' We are going into this
meeting knowing nothing about
the main focus," he said.
"However, we do believe the action we have taken is for the good
of university students."

"It's a much broader subject
than just pizza," Bacon said.
"Many people are getting involved."
Bacon said the Richmond
legislators bad alao been contacted about the meeting.

Baldwin said there hadn't been
any trouble with university sales
until this year.

The taak force wil meat at 1
p.m. in Room 109 of the Capitol
Annex.

cidison Blues
MONDAY

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL

HALFTIME CHEWABLES AND
DRINK SPECIALS EVERY TOUCHDOWN OR FIELD GOALS

TUESDAY

JIMMY BUFFETT NIGHT

CHEESEBURGER AND MARGARITA VILLE SPECIALS

WEDNESDAY

RIVER NIGHT

RIDE A BLUE RIVER FOR NOT A LOT OF LIRA

THURSDAY

"JUMPSTREET" LIVE • $2

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

THE W0LFT0NES

Pub&
Pasta House

PROGRESSIVE JAZZ AND BLUBS

SATURDAY

Carryout Available
(606) 624-0328

PRE-GAME ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENT
1GO0 am. 300 p.m. CHAMPAGNE BRUNCH
SI 2S COCKTAILS

PASTA AND APPETIZER SPECIAIS

128 €. Main St

on* form. The most typical form it
take* is when a college or university works with high school seniors
that show a particularly high learning ability and are in teaeeted in continuing their education at the collegiate level," Rowlett said.

yet and university officials were not
sure what would happen concerning
the program.

Rowlett said that the university's
Council of Deans had developed a
draft outlining criteria for high
school Uaulus in the event that the
"These seniors take courses university decided to adopt the dual
taught by high school teachers that credit program.
fill high school and university requirement* and in turn the students
get high school and college credit,"
"This is just a draft that will prohe added.
bably be revised before submitted to
anyone. We just wanted to have
Funderbudt told faculty senators something dona so we wouldn't
that dual credit was something the have to start from ground zero,"
university hadn't gotten into as of Rowletti

In a CHE report. Western Kentucky University showed a proposed increase of 700 students due to
the dual credit program.
The University of Kentucky proposed a gain of 156 students and the
UK community college* expected to
gain 500, along with the University of Louisville, which proposed a
gain of 280 students.
"Dual credit is fairly new in Kentucky. I have mixed emotions about
it. First I'd prefer that the university not be involved, but if it is going to be I think the program should
be under close supervision,"
Rowlett said.

Bankruptcy policy passed
staff i
The university's faculty senate
passed an academic bankruptcy
transfer policy
that
slows
llintis,l mfcisls transfer students
the fhanre to a)j^aa*aj|| low grades
they have received from other

This allows students who wish to
transfer to the university to do so
without penalizing them because of
previous grade*.

This service was provided in the
Jones Buiking for evening student*
who needed information concerning
the registration process and general
information about the university.

In other faculty i
The service was a vnsmteer effort
it was decided to refer a motion to
establiah copyrights for professors on the part of the faculty.
back to committee for further
Under the policy, undergraduatea discussion.
Aa a replacement, the executive
may declare low grades from other
committee is investigating other
miivw shies bankrupt, meaning they
The executive committee reported ways in which to better utilize faculwill not appear on their university that the adult learner ktformation ty members for the good of the
transcripts.
service would be discontinued.
university.

E.K.U.
MEALDEALS
12" Medium Cheese Pizza

Richmond,

$3.95

KV 40475

SINGLES
990
for

Additional toppings 50c each.

16" Large Cheese Pizza

$5.95

Just in case you're wondering what to bring.

Additional toppings 75c each.

YOU WON'T NEED;
Coupons
Calendar
Student I.D.
Generous friends

YOU WILL NEED:
A big appetite
A little money.
Every day after 5:00pm - no limit.
For a limited time only!
OfTer good at participating Wendy's. Choose, Bacon and tax extra. Not valid with any other oflbr.

623-7724
119 South Collins
Expires: Sept. 24. 1987
Not valid with any other
coupons or otters Valid
at participating locations only

Drivers carry less than S?0 00
Limited delivery area
• 1987 DPI
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Computer workshops
will aid MBA students
By Alyaaa NoUnd

would be non-credit.
The workshops will have a joint
Students in the master's of audience of both students and
business ■administration program non-students.
However, university students will
will get an opportunity to gain
background and experience in a have top priority in enrollment and
computer workshop beginning this will pay only half the regular fee for
fall
the course. If any openings remain,
Dr. Alfred Patrick, director of the faculty and staff will then be
MBA program, aadd the workshop accepted.
"is an introduction to the MBA
The regular price for all sessions
is $160. Individual ■assigns coat $40
The workshop is designed to give each. The three remaining sessions
students enough akilb to use the will be held Sept. 26 and Oct. 17.
microcomputers that will be used in
Thus far, (he computer workshop
their courses.
has generated much attention.
Patrick said he feeto that since There is a waiting list with a large
MBA students wil use the number of students, as well as faculmicrocomputers in aieaa such as ty and staff.
finance, business management and
"I was surprised at the number of
economics, the workshop is non-students who have signed up
important.
for the program.' said Patrick.
"The course instructors will
Steve Anderson, one of the proassume that the students already gram's instructors, said he had
know how to use the computers," received a call about the workshop
Patrick said.
from an employee of Begley Drug
The idea for the workshop arose Co.
during an MBA committee meeting
"The man had heard about the
while revisions of the MBA program program and wanted to' apply,"
Anderson said.
were being considered.
Patrick said he feels the growing
The committee derided the computer workshops would be held near concern and interest kt the whole
the beginning of each semester and area of computers is probably the

■tatf writer

reason for the large enrollment.
"It's too bad we will have to turn
some of the people down, but it is
important that each student have a
computer to work on." he said.
Patrick said this will allow the instructors to work with the students
individual^
Because of the apparent intereet
in the workshop, a second session,
which would be held later, is under
conaideration and maybe approved
if there ia enough ilaimml
The workshop, which consists of
four, four-hour sessions, will be held
in the microcomputer lab of the College of Business. The sessions provide instruction in spreadsheets,
database management and word
processing.
Anderson, Dr. Engming Lin and
Rita Davis are the instructors for
the program.
Anderson will teach an introduction to Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheets and
database management, Lin will
teach an introduction to basic
management systems and Davis
will teach word processing.
For more information on the
workshops, call Dorothy Warner at
622-1776 or Lucie Nelson at
622-1444.

Citizens request meeting
(Continued from Page One)
located and improper use of it was
Oris Blackwell, professor and is still out aa to what the Army ia
conducted.
chair of the department of en- doing. My own sentiment is they
Jackson said that poor monitor- vironmental health, arid, "It (the still have an inclination to go with
ing and deficient pieventative leakage) has just highighted what the incinerator."
maintenance added to the Tooele the public has been ssying for three
years. That the possibility of an acdisaster.
He said the presentation Monday
cident of very serious consequences
night was good. However, "I still
Also, another factor involved in is really present."
feel a little uneasy about it."
the accident came from inadequate
ventilation from the charcoal venProgress photo/Rob Carr
Blackwell, also bead of a study
Down the winding staircase
tilation system.
review committee studying the ArHill said he ia in favor of the
Lester Kirby of Kerby Knob in Jackson County puts finishing touches to the metal
my's reports, said it adda to the relocation of the munitions. "I'm
He said they were improperly story of absolute aafety that some concerned about the year long
rail of a staircase in the Jones Building. Kirby is employed by the Physical Plant as packed
and that the charcoal con- people in the Army and others period that the incinerator will be in
a university maintenance worker.
would like to believe. "But I don't operation."
tained moisture.
He added Tooele workers were think we kt Madison County have
practicing inadequate feak test pro- ever believed that abaokite safety or
cedurea of the charcoal ventilation the process would be safe or that
The technology, Hill said, ia more
system.
anything connected with the reliabfifon the transportation of the
disposal program is going to be risk nerve agent.
According to Charles Baronian, free. There are risks with any alter(Continued from Page One)
the Army's technical adviser, there natives."
However, HOI commended the Arwaa no excuse for what happened.
my
on the increased sensitivity the
Dr. Ordelle Hill, professor in the
He said the committee's first ments made during the three saries, but to be full participants in They "just got plain sloppy," ha
Army
haa towards the people's
English department, said "The jury concerns.
order of business was to review months of public comment.
helping develop the data and infor- skid.
a draft of the Army's plan for the
mation that will help the secretary
removal of the nerve gas and onof the Anny make the very beat
"We studied that and studied the decision possible regarding the
site incineration.
comments the Army has made since health and aafety of human populathe impact statement in preparing tions." said Blackwell "We have
to respond to the public, "said pursued that and are pursueing that
Blackwell.
vigorously."
Blackwell said the committee
Eastern Students
studied the Army environmental
715 East Main at the Railroad
10% off
•We've tried not to be adverimpact statement and citizens' comRichmond, KY
40475
with I.D. on all Shelf Items
623-9980

Blackwell heads committee

Pioneer Liquors

BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.

By-Pass next to Holiday Inn

And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception The qold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer, If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O Box 7713.
Clifton. NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY.

fP0t Ms Reg $50*29" -^
All leather Hl-Topa

»-

m m «P
BUY 1 ENTREE
GET 1 FREE!
Try our famous CATFISH, authentic
Hot Browns or juicy steaks.

Earn $20.00 Today with Ad
or Student I.D.

Buy one entree and get a second

Fashion statement.

of equal value or less, FREE!
Mon. thru Thurs. in September

e*citeme/>/

£) plasma affiance

2043 Oxford Circle
Lex. KY 254-8047

Special jackpot
drawing for
Students on
Sept. 30 Call
for details

Nappa foot with 7" faded blue
denim studded quarter- 646
medium round toe and fashion
cowboy stacked heel.
Available in aluminum,
natural denim quarter

Ne^W^Bo^ShopI

" "<sp
dingo

SaJL/
Hall's on the River
Open 11:30 to 8 • 255-8105
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Group
marks
history

<

By Alyasa Noland
SUlf writer
. As the natkm calebraU* the 200th
anniversary of the Constitution of
the United States, the university is
throwing a party of its own.
The twoday event, which concludes today, is sponsored by the
department of government.
"No one around here sBemed to be
doing anything about it, so we
decided to do something," said Dr.
Jane Rainey, a professor of government and coordinator of the
program.
The event is divided into two
parts, according to Rainey, with the
first day being a day of education
and the second being a day of
celebration.
Today's festivities feature a
public reading and signing of the
consititution. to be held between
11:46 am. and 1:30 p.m outside the
Powell Bulking.
The ceremony will begin with a
march of a odor guard and the playing of the national anthem.
College and county dignitaries
will begin reading the Constitution,
followed by students, faculty and
others.
"At some point during the
celebration. President Reagan will
lead the nation in the pledge of
allegiance," Rainey said.
Beginning at 3:30 p.m., the
university bells will ring, helium
balloons will be released and free ice
cream will be served outside the
Powell Bulking.
As part of Wednesday's celebration, 14 faculty members from
various departments each gave
10-minute presentations on various
topics related to the Constitution including, "What the Constitution
Doesn't Say," and "The Nerds st
the Constitutional Convention."
The first Constitutional Convention began in May 1797, but the
Constitution was not signed until
Sept. 17. 1787.

Let the games begin
In preparation for the university's first
home game of the 1987 season, much
work was being done at Hanger Field last
week. In the upper left photo, work is being done to ensure that the electronic
scoreboard is working properly. At left,
workers complete alterations to the air
conditioning unit. Above, right, painters
spray color to the outside of the stadium.
Progress photos/Mike Morris
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T. BOMBADIL'S

We Just Love Romance!
Weekly Special

BUY I ROSEGET I FREE!

-

(ca*on»y)
Stuffed Animal
University Shopping Center
Store
Hours: Mon.-Sat: 10-9
Richmond, Ky. 40475
Sunday: 1:30-6
(606)624-1218
crare>Fsapgc«>BC«?g<ra^g«grt^rgga^

VtWG€
HORIST

'"weekly spec als
'balloon bouquets
'sorority balloons
'quality fresh flowers
•silk flowers
'plants & planters
"plush animals

623-0340

and this coupon
good for ONE

DRAFT
HOME OF THE
LONG-NECKS

125 South Third Si

LADIES
$5.00 off cut and style
$3.00 off cut only

MEN
IV Si (-,,-,,
Richmond Ky 404 75
A0U-A23-3A6I

r

'

$3.00 off mens cut

Good through Sept.~30. 1967
With student ID.
: /s//s////////////////S///'/>/'S':
////,////////,

TWO PIECE CHICKEN DINNER $2.49
■

'.-.
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■ ■ | iter milk I

heO

I Ask I

■III!

f •'• ■ i;j& vi
COJPON

Ernie's

LITE LUNCH DELITE! CHICKEN SNACK $1.59
'.-.

Liquor & Beer Emporium

; >

.-

-.M

(mned) and ' buttermilk biscuii
Ask loi * 11

- —

--

IXJUWW

with every disc or roll of color print film
brought in for processing.

TWO PIECE CHICKEN DINNER $2.49

(5-no taste 8fiD©gB®D-"

Corner of Main & Collins

poial

Je ;lav» i 11 I bullei

•- -

Will cash
Student checks

rimed

.-..•• •io

.

.

Expires September 25, 1987
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TWO PIECE CHICKEN DINNER $2.49
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■
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I Ask

^UNIVERSITY

JEBGOKSTORE

CENTER Of CAMPUS

.
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KROGER

POTATO CHIPS

DIET COKE,
CHERRY COKE, COCA COLA OR

Meat

FritoLay

Classic

KffOGER MEAT

Bologna

Wieners
12-OZ. PKC

LB

Lays

6V2-OZ. BAG. . .

( IASSK

Coke

2-LITER BTL..

S
EXTRA FANCY WASHINGTON
RED OR GOLDEN

CALIFORNIA 12-SIZE

Delicious ^> i^Jumbo

Apples v3^cantaioupe

138-SIZE EACH

EACH

■OH-ON

DEODORANT

Apple

JF

Sure

& Roll On

GALLON PLASTIC JUG

1V4-0Z. BTL

12" Sausage, Pepperoni,
Hamburger or Canadian Bacon

Thin crust
Pizza

2*
For

Fresh

Fruit

Glazed
Donuti

Filled
Strudel

%

COUNTRY OVEN

Orange

Cake

Juice

GALLON PLASTIC JUG

TASTEE BRAND

Oder

KROGER REFRIGERATED

9-Oz
Pkg

12-CT. PKG.

?
Activities: B-2-3
Arts/Entertainment: B-4-5
Sports: B-6-8

Campus living
B
Adult children of alcoholics receive help
Belinda Douglas
Dnnsli.
Delinda

Staff writ*
Mary wished her boyfriend were
a bit different. She wished he would
be more loving and more considerate of her needs. She wanted to
be allowed to show only the feelings
she had to in order to keep the relationship alive. She simply wished
they shared a better relationship.
Eva did not get along well with
her father, and she found it even
harder to relate with her friends at
the university. She caught herself
telling petty bee, and sometimes
when she talked to others, she felt
as if it were someone else's voice
coming from her body.
Eva, though very responsible and
loyal to her friends, seemed to commit herself to too many functions at
one time.
Eva's father is an alcoholic.
Mary's family does not have a
history of alcohol-related problems.
However, both women identify with
similar characteristics of adult
children of alcoholics.
According to Robin Norwood,
author of "Women Who Love Too
Much," the group tends to come
from s family that is dysfunctional,
one in which free expression of emotions and honest perception of reality were prohibited.
Thus, these people learn to hide
their feelings, leading the way to lying and dishonesty with themselves.
Through past encounters with
students at the university,
counselors st the counseling center
in Ellendsle Hall learned that many
of the problems of students seeking
help had stemmed from an alcohol
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problem
ofa a. <family
That is why a discussion group for
these students was formed at the
center three semesters ago, according to Eileen Allen, counselor at
the center.
Allen said there are three
students currently attending the
sessions, which are held at 3:30 p.m.
every Thursday st the center.
Allen said the students who attend the group sessions are amazed
that there an no more students attending, as they mention their encounters with friends and others in
the residence halls who talk about
coming from alcoholic familioe
"They discover (in their counseling sessions) some of the difficulties
they are having (as s result of the
drinking problems in their
families)," she said of those who attend the meetings.
"They are having anger, frustration, confusion. They want to know
many times why they feel what they
feeL They want to learn how to deal
with interpersonal problems in intimacy they might be having,"
Allen said.
According to Norwood, the adult
children of alcoholics may feel they
do not deserve to be happy, that
they must first earn that right.
They will also feel a sense of responsibility for the chaotic disturbances
in their famlies. This guilt leads to
a lack of trust.
Norwood states in her book that
these people often dream of how
their relationships could be rather
than how they really are. Through
this misperception. they subject
themselves to being used and/or

..

....

....

abused, which can lead to deep
depression
As a result of low self-esteem,
guilt and difficulty in relationships,
it was found that these people tend
to try to control the circumstances
around them. They want control in
conversations, control in the degree
of feelings they show and control in
the attitude others have about
them.
According to Norwood, the solution to the problem is acceptance.
When they learn to give up the control of a relationship and let their
partners be free, they become freer
individuals themselves.
Allen said the group session offered by the counseling center is
"more on a personal level."
"Everybody has the opportunity
to express his or her own feelings,
their personal views," she said.
She said she chooses to be s participant as well as a faditator in the
group sessions.
"I think it's only fair." she said.
"I disclose information about
myself so (the students) ase they are
not the only ones to give out this information."
"It helps with the coheriveness of
the group when the members are
willing to dsclose information about
themselves"
Allen said the goal of the counseling sessions is to help the students
"learn to deal more effectively with
problems they are aspalanosafj that
are of an interpersonal nature."
She said. Through the pi ocess of
being able to expiess angers and
frustrations, they can deal with the
angers, frustrations and accept

Progress illustration/Thomas Marsh
system, he or she learns a lot of
ways of coprig When they interact
with individuals who are open and
honest, they cannot interact on that
level," she said.
She said most of the problems of
Allen said adult children of
these people stemmed from "a lot of
alcoholics feel things are not going
lying within the family system, a lot
of dynamics going on that were con- quite the way they have learned to
adjust to. She said they use coping
fusing, a lot of secrecy."
skills they learned to use in their
"When an individual is in that dysfunctional family settings, which

them and learn to deal more effectively with personal issues that
come up in their interpersonal relationships."

do not work while in the setting of
open and honest relationships.
She said if a student at the university is hsvxtg difficulty in an intimate relationship and feels thst
there msy be s problem stemming
from the alcohol problem of a family member, "They might want to
consider joining this group to learn
new coping skills and new ways of
dealing interactively."

Newspaper deliveryman Local restaurant makes
dances to different tune students feel at home
By Mark Harp*
Staff writer
Students who have 8 a.m.
classes on Thursdays should stay
off the sidewalks.
Calvin Mitchell, a university
employee who delivers The
Eastern Progress on campus,
drives a 1976 Dodge van over
curbs, sidewalks and lawns.
Mitchell said,"Ifs more fun
when students are going to their
classes."
Last Thursday while making a
delivery to Burnam Hall, Mitchell drove over the sidwalk and
stopped the van at the edge of
the porch. Mitchel said that
nothing gets in his way when he
delivers bis supplies.
After he dropped the
newspapers off st Burnam, he
drove down the sidewalk between Case Hall and the Keen
Johnson Building, so 'he could
deliver newspapers to the Powell
Building.
Back on the street, be waved
and yelled at friends and fellow
employees. While making a
delivery behind the Rowlett
Building, Mitchell greeted a
friend with a grin and. "You
don't do a thing!"
Former circulation directors
for the Progress who have ridden
with Mitchell on his deliveries,
recall that Mitchell seems to
know everyone on campus and
meets a friend at almost every
stop.
"Calvin's the type of guy I
don't mind getting up at 6:30 in
the morning to work with," a
former circulation director said.
"He's a fearless driver, but I
hsve to respect that."
The former circulation director
said Mitchell has a high respect
for campus police but doss what
he wants when they are not
around.
Mitchell. 36. played football at
Madison High School under the
direction of Coach Roy Kidd.
"Roy Kidd is. and will always
be. a hell of a man," Mitchell
said.
After
graduating from
Madison
High
School.
Mitchell received a football
scholarship to the university,
where he played offensive and
defensive positions for a year and
took courses in accounting and
management.
After his first year. Mitchell
had to quit school and go to work

Progress prom/Brent Rianer

Calvin Mitchell delivers papers on campus.
because his mother became sick.
He worked on a farm for seven
years and quit because he was
not making enough money. •
"$2.60 an hour is no money,"
he said..
Mitchell started working at the
university in 1971 as a janitor.
Since than, he has been asked to
do various jobs. He has taken
tickets at the door for basketball
and football games; driven a bus
for the Matching Maroons; and
transported nitrogen tanks from
the Moore Building to the
University of Kentucky.
"I've done it al," Mitchell
said.
Mitchell's wife and aunt are
employed by the university and
his two brothers are employ eed

by Pattie A Clay Hospital.
Currently, Mitchell is in charge
of shipping and delivering supplies. He said he wanted to be
placed on a garbage route, but
the university needed him to
work in supplies.
After Mitchell delivers his supplies, which he said ■ his biggest
concern, be mows the lawns on
campus.
Whenever the university has a
home football game. Mitchell is
eager to attend."I don't miss no
games hardly, "said Mitchell.
When he was asked about his
feelings toward the university.
Mitchell said, "Eastern Kentucky has always been s part of
my life."

By Assy Candill
Features editor
Students are continually complaining about never gett ng home
cooked food. What many students
don't know is that there is s place
near campus where they can get
home cooked food and a friendly atmosphere, and not put a dent in
their wallet.
For the past five years, B and B
Deli and Grocery on Pour Mile
Avenue has been serving students
and student groups home cooked
meals and friendship.
Bill Strong, co-owner of B and B.
said he and his partner, B.J.
Stevens, originally went into the
grocery business and soon found
they could do better as arestaurant
and deli.
Strong, who worked for 16 years
as manager of the local Jerry's
restaurant, said he and Stevens,
who worked for several years in the
grocery business, combined their
knowledge of the restaurant and
grocery businesses to come up with
B and B Deli and Grocery.
B and B sperialiies in home cooked food and serves a different
special each day of the week such as
ribs, turkey or roast beef. It also
serves regulars such ss fish and
tenderloin with interchangeable
vegetables ike green beans, brown
beans and cooked cabbage. Strong
said customers could also order
items not listed on the menu, and
the cooks would do their best to
prepare it.
B and B also offers a daily student
special. For $1.97, students can get
a sandwich, fries and a small drink.
In addition B and B offers a small
selection of groceries, including
milk, bread, salt and pepper, for the
people who live nearby.
Strong said he and Stevens try to
become friends with their student
customers end make them feel at
home. He said many of their
regulars are students and student
'groups thst come for group dinners.
"We try to get on a first name
basis with them," Strong said.
Strong said B and B cashes student checks and tries to accommodate students in any way
possible
"They're important to our
business and when school's out, we
dearly miss them, and we always
look forward to them coming back,"
Strong said.
B and B also has an extensive collection of photographs of its
customers.
Many of these are in frames on
the walla and some are kept in a
scrspbook.,
Strong said the idea baa become
popular and many customers ask to

Progress photo/Mike Morris

Bill Strong is co-owner of B and B Deli.
hsve their picture taken He said the
ides has worked because it is a good
conversation piece, and it makes
customers feel special and part of
the B and B family.
B and B also wears on its walls
the emblems of several university
fraternities and sororities, of which
Strong said he is very proud.
"They'll come out in very large
groups. Some of the pictures we
hsve on the wall consist of fraternities having their meetings,"
Strong said.
B and B occasionally prepares
meals for fraternity and sorority
rush activities, as wel as hosting
meetings.
Strong, s former mayor and city
commissioner in Madison County,
said he has become like a second
father to some of the fraternities
and sororities and at times has been
able to help them with legal problems through his political
connections.
B and B is also popular with many
university employees, as well as
Madison County officials.
"On s given dsy, you can about
see anybody in here," Strong said.

Strong said such prominent
political figures as Gov. Julian Carroll. Paul Patton and Mrs. Wallace
Wilkinson have visited B and B.
B and B is also in the catering
business. Strong said he end
Stevens hsve a large truck equipped
with a kitchen in which they can
cook almost anything for such functions as family reunions picnics and
political relies.
In addition, B and B specializes in
country hams, which they preserve
and mail all over the country.
Strong said B and B is most noted
for its barbecue sandwich. The
barbecue is made from a secret
recipe invented by Stevens and is
favored by many customers.
B and B is open from6 a.m. until
9 p.m. every day except Sunday during the summer and every day during the school year.
The food is prepared by seven
cooks, who are sometimes assisted
by family of Strong and Stevens.
B and B also has a game room
with video games and pool tables.
"EKU students are always
welcome," said Strong
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That ia why a discussion group for
theee students was formed at the
center three semesters ago, according to Eileen Allen, counselor at
the center.
Allen said there are three
students currently attending the
sessions, which are held at 3:30 p.m.
every Thursday at the center.
Alien said the students who attend the group sessions are amazed
that there an no more students attending, as they mention their encounters with friends and others in
the residence halls who talk about
coming from alcoholic families
"They discover (in their counseling sessions) some of the difficulties
they are having (as a result of the
drinking problems in their
families),'' she said of those who attend the meetings.
"They are having anger, frustration, confusion. They want to know
many times why they fed what they
feel. They want to learn how to deal
with interpersonal problems in intimacy they might be having,"
Allen said.
According to Norwood, the adult
children of alcoholics may feel they
do not deserve to be happy, that
they muat first earn that right.
They will also feel a sense of responsibility for the chaotic disturbances
in their famJies. This guilt leads to
a lack of trust.
Norwood states in her book that
these people often dream of how
their relationships could be rather
than how they really are. Through
this misperception, they subject ,
themselves to being used and/or

-.__ J which
-a*^. can
— lead
,__.. to
_ deep
,
abused,
depression.
As a result of low self-esteem,
guilt and difficulty in relationships,
it waa found that these people tend
to try to control the circumstances
around them They want control in
conversations, control in the degree
of feelings they show and control in
the attitude others have about
them.
According to Norwood, the solution to the problem is acceptance.
When they learn to give up the control of a relationship and let their
partnera be free, they become freer
individuals themselves.
Allen said the group session offered by the counseling center is
"more on a personal level."
"Everybody has the opportunity
to express his or her own feelings,
their personal views," she said.
She said she chooses to be a participant as well as a faciitator in the
group sessions.
"I think it's only far," aba said.
"I disclose information about
myself so (the students) see they are
not the only ones to give out this information."
"It helps with the coheeiveness of
the group when the members are
willing to dsclose information about them and learn to deal more effecthemselves."
tively with personal issues that
Allen said the goal of the counsel- come up in their interpersonal relaing ressions is to help the students tionships."
"learn to deal more effectively with
She aaid moat of the problems of
problems they are experiencing that
these people stemmed from "a lot of
are of an interpersonal nature."
She said, "Through the process of lying withn the family ay atom, a lot
being able to express angers and of dynamics going on that ware confrustrations, they can deal with the fusing, a lot of secrecy."
angers, frustrations and accept
"When an individual ia in that
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system, he or she learns a lot of do not work while in the setting of
ways of copktg. When they interact open and honest relationships.
She said if a student at the univerwith individuals who are open and
honest, they cannot interact on that sity is haviig difficulty in an intimate relationship and feels that
level," she aaid.
Allen aaid adult children of there may be a problem stemming
alcoholics feel things are not going from the alcohol problem of a famiquite the way they have learned to ly member, "They might want to
adjust to. She said they use coping consider joining this group to learn
skills they teamed to use in their new coping skills and new waya of
dysfunctiond family settings, which dealing interactively."
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Calvin Mitchell delivers papers on campus.
because his mother became sick.
He worked on a farm for seven
years and quit because1
not ajjMBS enough money.
"$2.(0 an hour is no money,"
he said..
Mitchell started working at the
universky in 1971 as a janitor.
Since than, be has been asked to
do various jobs. He has taken
tickets at the door for basketball
and football games; driven a bus
for the Marching Maroons; and
transported nitrogen tanks from
the Moore Building to the
University of Kentucky.
"I've done it al." Mitchell
said.
Mitchell's wife and aunt are
employed by the university and
his two brothers are employeed

by Pattie A Clay Hospital.
Currently, Mitchell is in charge
of shipping and delivering supplies. He said he wanted to be
placed on a garbage route, but
the university needed him to
work in supplies.
After Mitchell delivers his supplies, which he aaid is his biggest
concern, he mows the lawns on
campua.
Whenever the university has a
home football game. Mitchell ia
eager to attend. "I don't miss no
games hardy, "said Mitchell.
When he waa asked about his
feelings toward the university.
Mitchell said. "Eastern Kentucky has ahraya been a part of
my life."

By Amy Caudill
Feature* editor
Students are continually complaining about never getting home
cooked food. What many students
don't know ia that there is a place
near campus where they can get
home cooked food and a friendly atmosphere, and not put a dent in
their wallet.
For the past five years, B and B
Deli and Grocery on Four Mile
Avenue haa been serving students
and student groups home cooked
meals and friendship.
Bill Strong, co-owner of B and B,
aaid he and hia partner, B.J.
Stevens, originally went into the
grocery business and soon found
they could do batter aa a restaurant
and deli.
Strong, who worked for 15 years
aa manager of the local Jerry's
restaurant, aaid he and Stevens,
who worked for several years in the
grocery business, combined their
knowledge of the restaurant and
grocery businesses to come up with
B and B Deli and Grocery.
B and B specializes in home cooked food and serves a different
special each day of the week such aa
ribs, turkey or roast beef. It also
serves regulars such aa fish and
tenderloin with interchangeable
vegetables Ike green beans, brown
beans and cooked cabbage. Strong
aaid customers could also order
items not listed on the menu, and
the cooks would do their best to
prepare it
B and B also offers a daily student
apecial. For $1.97. students can get
a sandwich, fries and a small drink.
In addition B and B offers a small
selection of groceries, including
milk, bread, salt and pepper, for the
people who live nearby.
Strong said he and Stevens try to
become friends with their student
customers and make them feel at
home. He aaid many of their
regulars are students and atudent
group* that come for group dinners.
"We try to get on a first name
basis with them," Strong aaid.
Strong aaid B and B cashes atudent checks and tries to accommodate students in any way
possible.
"They're important to our
business and when schools out, we
dearly miss them, and we always
look forward to them coming back."
Strong said.
B and B also has an extensive collection of photographs of its
customers.
Many of those are in frames on
the walla and some are kept in a
scrapbook.
Strong aaid the idea haa become
popular and many customers ask to
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Bill Strong is co-owner of B and B Deli.
have their picture taken He said the
idea haa worked because it is a good
conversation piece, and it makes
customers feel special and part of
the B and B family.
B and B also wears on its walls
the emblems of several university
fraternities and sororities, of which
Strong said he is very proud.
"They'll come out in very large
groups. Some of the pictures we
have on the wall consist of fraternities having their meetings."
Strong said.
B and B occasionally prepares
meals for fraternity and sorority
rush activities, as wel as hosting
meetings.
Strong, a former mayor and city
commissioner in Madison County,
said he has become like s second
father to some of the fraternities
and sororities and at times has been
able to help them with legal problems through his political
connections
B and B ia also popular with many
university employees, as well as
Madison County officials.
"On a given day, you can about
ase anybody in here," Strong aaid.

Strong aaid such prominent
political figures as Gov. Julian Carroll, Paul Patton and Mm. Wallace
Wilkinson have visited B and B.
B and B ia also in the catering
business. Strong said he and
Stevens have a large truck equipped
with a kitchen in which they can
cook almost anything for such functions as family reunions, picnics and
political relies.
In addition, B and B specializes in
country hams, which they preserve
and mail all over the country.
Strong said B and B is most noted
for its barbecue sandwich The
barbecue ia made from a secret
recipe invented by Stevens and ia
favored by many customers.
B and B ia open from 6 a.m. until
9 p.m. every day except Sunday during the summer and every day during the school year.
The food ia prepared by seven
cooks, who are sometimes assisted
by family of Strong and Stevens.
B and B also has a game room
with video games and pool tables.
"EKU students are always
welcome," aaid Strong
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Activities
Games
Lambda Chis
prepare annual declared
watermelon bust success
By Lisa

By Lisa Border*

Activities editor
The annual Lambda Chi Alpha
Watermelon Buat is planned for
Sept. 22 through Sept. 24. The
theme for this year will be "Bustin'
Makee Me rasl Good."
According to Tom Bauer, vice
president of the fraternity, there are
lota of activities planned that will offer both opportunity and fun.
The main purpose of the buat is
to donate the procssds to the
chapter's philanthropy, which is the
Foster Kids program in Madison
County. According to Bauer, the
Lambda Qua are trying to raise at
least $600 through the watermelon
bust.
All 12 Greek sororities are expected to participate and this year.
Kappa Delta Tau, a service sorority, is expected to participate for the
first time, Bauer said.
Delinda Douglas,
Service
Chairperson for KDTs, said the
sorority is excited about participating. "We're reely looking
toward to participating because we
don't want to be alienated on campus just because we are a service
sorority," said Douglas, a senior
from Liberty.
According to Bauer, a senior from
Ghent, the activities will kick off
with a "Bustin' Loose" pep rally in
the chapel area on Sspt. 22. All
sororities are to make banners
which will be judged that night.
There will ako be a Miss Melon contest the sans night.
"One member from each sorority
will drees as close to a watermelon
as possible," said Bauer. "The winner will receive a Melonhead award
later in the week." he added.
To begin the activities, each
sorority wil receive a —Usinuluu to
decorate on Sept. 21 and will have
until Sept. 24 to decorate it. It will
then be judged on originality and
appearance, said Bauer.
Beginning at 4 p.m. on Sept. 23,
the sororities will compete in a
series of games such as the melon

Art!vitiee editor

relay, the watermelon limbo, the
melon munching ronteat and the
mini-melon toss, which is a new
event added to the watermelon bust.
According to Bauer, this new
event is similar to a water balloon
toes, but raw eggs decorated aa
watermelons will be used instirarl
Also on that same day, there will
be a watermelon hunt. According to
Bauer, each fraternity member (of
the Lambda Chis) will have two
watermelons made of construction
paper, and he will have to carry
them all day. The only way be can
give up his watermelon is if three
members of the same sorority approach him and sings one of their
sorority g jingles or persuades him
to give up their watermelon.
"The sorority that ends up with
the moat watermelons will receive
the most number of points for that
specific event." Bauer said.
On Sept. 24, a dance will be held
at the Muleharn where there wfll be
the Miss Watermelon Bust Queen
Contest FaU '87.
Both the queen con test and the
decorated watermelons will be judged that night by six judges, two of
which are part of the faculty, Bauer
said.
According to Bauer, last year
these events were judged by such
celebrities as Barbara Bailey of
Channel 27.
The competition will be based on
the point, system said Bauer. Also
the number of points each sorority
baa willbe posted in the Greek
display window of the Powell
Building each day.
Chris Howard, a junior Lambdi
Chi member from Owensboro, said
he was looking forward to the event
because "ws get a chance to mist all
the new sorority msuswas, and it
draws everybody closer together."
Thie year marks the 10th year of
the watermelon bust "We've come
a long way in 10 years, and we hope
to make this year the best ever!"
Bauer said.
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The only thing that went
wrong with the Sigma Chi Derby this year was that the road
block had to be rescheduled
because of rain. ajaaaaJfgsj to
Mark Robbfas, derby daddy for
the event.
"Tie entfre darby went very
smoothly. Although there is
always room for improvement, it
has improved so much from the
past," Bobbins said
According to Bobbins, a senior
from South Charleston, Ohio, the
overall winner of the derby was
Alpha Delta Pi with 726 total
point. Finishing second was Pi
Beta Phi with 723.6 total and
third place want to Kappa Delta
with 686 total points
"The total points between first
and second were very slim so
that mads it even more exciting,''
said Bobbins.
"We had a lot more sorority
participation this year and the
derby was set up a lot more fair
this year, so everyone had an
equal chance of winning." Robbins said.
Bobbins said the winner of the
queen contest was LeAnn
Napier, a member of Kappa
Delta. The KDs also woo the
talent show.
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Charlotte Gose flipped Kim Ward over her back while taking a break
from the Sigma Chi derby games. Both are members of Kappa Alpha
Theta (left photo). Kappa Delta members Linda Robinette, left, and Polly
Myers performed a scene from the movie "Grease" at O'Rileys during
the derby talent competition (right photo).

Balloon race needs sponsors

By Lies Borders
said A lead balloon will take off and
Activitiee editor
land approximately one and
a half
>> |1
The Division of Intramursls and hours later. The remaining * ~"'f
Alumni Affairs will be sponsoring a wfll depart about 10 minutes after
balloon race on Oct.3 immediately the lead bafloon and sawtdbaw that
following the homecoming football lands closest to the lead balloon
game.
wins, Reed said.
According to Timi Reed, a
According to Reed, the Division
graduate assistant from Corbin in of Intramursls and Alumni Affairs
charge of special event* the project is looking far clubs or groups to
was attempted in the spring of 1984 sponsor the balloons and enter the
but due to wind currents, the race race.
The sponsor pays 8160 for the
"The race is something like a balloon and in turn, the Division of
typical hare and hound race," Read Intramurah and Alumni Affairs will

banner with the organization's name on it. Read said.
Also, the organization is allowed
to choose one person from the club
to go up in the balloon during the

Bead said in the past, businesses
and local merchants sponsored
balloons, but Una year the Division
of Intramuznls and Alumni Affairs
decided to give the students an opportunity to participate.
"We wanted to make it more of a
university thing since it is
associated with homsooming. It's a

whole lot ot run and it's really
beautiful up there," she said.
Read also addsd there will prize
money swarded to the winning
balloons. Ths lead balloon
automaticaly receives 8200, she
said. The first plsce balloon receives
8260, the second is awarded 8160,
the third receives 8100. and the
fourth gets 876.
According to Beed, the race is in
conjunction with the 5-kilometer
ran which is the lead unit in the
hornecoroing parade.

If only typewriters let you proofread your
work before they printed it on the page.
What a mess!

You've just proofread your term paper
and it's got typos, spelling errors and
misplaced paragraphs.
Now. you can't hand in a paper like this.
So no matter how tired you are, you've
got to retype the entire thing.
That is, unless you typed it o.i
a Videowriter .•
The Videowriter solves all
your typing problems.
Take the most obvious one:
typos.
On an ordinary typewriter
it would mean a bottle of
white-out and a frustrating interruption.
On a Videowriter
it just means pressing the key marked "delete." That's
all. Because you type your work on a
screen before you print it on a page.
# It edits.
And how about those bigger problems
like wanting to rearrange paragraphs?
On an ordinary typewriter you have to "cut and
paste" them.
On a Videowriter you only have to press the key
marked "move" and then indicate the area you want
it moved to. It's that simple.

buttons and it does the counting for you.
It makes multiple copies.
From time to time you want a copy of
what you've typed, right?
Well, if you use a Videowriter you won't
have to go to the school library to look
for a copier machine.
All you'll have to look for is the
button marked "print." Press it
and the Videowriter will make
another original.
And because your work is automatically stored on a standard
3'/4" floppy disk, you can
make those copies
whenever you
want.
It obviously does
a lot more than type.
That's because the word processing features just go on and on.
What's more, we sell the Videowriter» Word
Processor for around the price of a good electronic
typewriter.
And that's quite a bargain when you consider
the amount of time it'll save you. Time you can
spend doing the work for your other classes.
You would do that, wouldn't you?

It spells.

Girls:

Tunning hprt i.il
I I visits for (25
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\

Guys:

Anderson's
HAIR ON MANE
623-2300

What happens when you're typing and you come
to a word you can't spell?
On an ordinary typewriter you have to stop typing,
find a dictionary and look it up.
Not so on a Videowriter. Spelling problems can be
corrected simply by pressing the key marked "spell."
It counts words.,
If you've ever had a teacher tell you to write a
thousand word essay, you know what a pain it is
trying to count your words.
On an ordinary typewriter you have to do it with
your finger.
But on a Videowriter you can press a mere two
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Campus clips
Tailgate party planned Ballet class offered
Palmer, Combs. Beckham and
McCreary halls will join for a
cookout and tailgate party from
4:30 D-m. to6 p.m. Saturday prior
to the university's football game on
Palmer's front lawn. There will be
a $1 admimarai charge with proceeds

The Students of the American
A ballet potato class will be
taught at 430 p.m. every Monday Dietetic Association will be selling
and Wednesday in the Weaver noagies for »2 in the Burrier Lobby
Dance Studio starting Monday. Call between 11:30 a.m. and 1 p.m.
622-4404 or 622-1901 for more Wednesday For more information
call Sharon Borg at 622-2084.
informaion.

going u> theumud way. For inf«- Festival
tables available
w
mation contact Phil Bowling at
622-5162.

ARS to host speaker
A member of the Student Senate
will address the Association of
Returning Students and will answer
questions on student issues. The
meeting wil be at 3:30 pm. Wednesday in Conference Room A of the
Powell Buiking
Progress photo/Mike Morris

sought
Mark Hanni, center, was chased by Russ King, left, and Mark Haggard, Choreographers
Choreographers interested in
right, during a game of flag football.
creating pieces for Spaceforce

Intramurals run smoothly
despite new guidelines
By Michael J. 8e*|
Staff writer
On Sept. 10. the flag football team
known aa the Third Floor Express
mat the Crunch Bunch on intramural field No.8 to decide which
was the bettor team. Due to lack of
practice and confusion over who was
going to do what, the Third Floor
Express was unvictorious.
"Everybody out there wanted to
be a hero all the time, and with ton
heroes on the field, you have about
aa much chance of winning aa the
Stoelers do of beating the Bengals,
said Steve VonHandort a player on
the Third Floor Express team. "But
really, we've got to stop smoking or
Una intramural football will get us
According to Wayne Jennings.
Director of Intramural Sports, this
year the intramural flag football
teams are using a new set of rules.
Players must follow the National In
tramural Recreational Sports
guidelines for play
The new rules "eliminate more
contact and make for Meal BWess,
said Jennings. He also said that the
teams are adapting well to the new
rules. He said the "level of plsy re-

games are several Greek organizations and dormitory teams. Some
organizations, such as the Sigma
Chis have more than one team
registered to play.
in some cases, larger organizationa form an "A" toam and a " B "
team for the flag football season.
The "A" team is usuaUy more skilled and competes for posits The "B"
toam competes for the sake of
recreation. Both types of games are
"highly competitive and tend to

draw large crowds, Jennings said.
of games are "highly competitive"
and tend to draw large crowds, Jennings said.
Women are encouraged to par
ticipato in the flag football program
as well. Several sororities and
women's dorms have flag football
teams. According to Jennings, the
sororities have an advantage over
independent women teams in that
they receive "help from the fraternities in coaching."

Nominees for Who's
Who to be chosen

Progress staff report
The selection committee will consider those nominations for "Who's
Who Among Students in American
Universities and Coteges" that
reach the dean Student Services
before 4:30 p.m. on Sept. 18.
Eligibility of students for nomination is based on five minimum
requirements
First, the student must be a
senior who will apply for graduation

in December. May or August of the
Among the participants in the school year under consideration

(606) 623-0021
Corner of First and Water
Richmond. Ky 4041'5

(1987-88).
Second, the student must also
have been enrolled at the university for at least two years including
the year of graduation
Third, the student must have an
overall grade point average of at
least 2.75 on the four point scale st
the time of nomination.
Fourth, the student must not be
on social probation during the
semester of nomination.
Lastly, the student must have
been or currently be active in at
least two registered student
organizations.

STUDENT SPECIAL
$1.99
with student i.d.
Beef and
Beans
Enchilada
with choice of Mice
or Beans

Dance Company are kivitod to a
meeting at 7:16 p.m. today in the
Weaver Dance Studio. Auditions for
dancers wil be held at 6 p.m. Sept.
24 and Sept. 29 in the studio.

Dance class offered

SADA to sell noagies

"»™ «•*"«** ■
Tables an now available for
anyone interested in having a booth
for the Fall Festival to beheld from
10 a-m. to 4 p.m. Oct. a For more
information call 622-1724. The
festival is sponsored by the Student
Association.

Miles for Meals planned
The university's Christian Campus Minister's Association will
sponsor its third Miles for Meals at
10 a.m. on Saturday through the
campus. The proceeds for the 3.1
mile run/walk will aid the Student
Emergency Meals Fund
Registration packets can be picked up at the Office of Student Activities in Powell 128. at the office
of the university ctejlawl at the
Meditation Chapel, and at the
United Methodist Campus Center
at 401 University Drive.

As a part of Tuesday's residency
by the Ctacfemati Ballet, a Master
Class/Lecture-Demonstration will
be held from 2:30 p.m. until 4 p.m.
Cost of registration is $3 in adin the Weaver Dance Studio. The vance and 94 the day of the race.
class is free, but enrollment is For more information call Dr.
limited. Call 622-1887 to reserve a George Notdgulen at 622-1723 or
place or stop by the dance office. Rev. Mark B Girard at 623-6846.

Pep Rally to be held
The Student Association and
RHA are sponsoring a pep rally
from 6 p.m. to 7:30 p.m today in the
Ravine. There will be free soft
drinks and a banner contest.

"UP" meeting held
The first "UP" meeting, which is
for those students with a positive
attitude or for those who want one
will be at 5 p.m. Sept. 24 in the Ken
namer Room of the Powell Building.
Everyone is welcome. For more information call Jean at 622-1724.

Mass is rescheduled
The Catholic Newman Center's
Sunday Mass for this week has been
changed to 4:30 p.m. Saturday.

Sigma Tau Pi to meet
Sigma Tau Pi Business Honor
Society will meet at 4:45 p.m. Monday in Combs 318. All business majors and minors with s 3.0 grade
point average or higher who have
completed at least 12 hours of
business courses are encouraged to
attend.
A guest speaker will be featured
and members will have the opportunity to sign up for committees.

ADPis attend convention
By Lisa Borders

Activities editor
During the summer while most of
us were soaking up the rays, several
members of Alpha Delta Pi sorority were being thanked by Ronald
McDonald.
On June 21 through June 24, ADPi president Julie Duvall and
secretary Stacy Seaton attended a
national-convention in Scottsdale.
Ariz., for the Ronald McDonald
Houses, which is the sorority's
philanthropy.
There was a service project luncheon held at the convention where
the two learned what function the
bouses serve and how they got
started. Duvall said.
ADPi President Julie Duvall. said

the convention was a great experience. "Ienjoyed learning where
our money goes and the land of people we are helping," she said.
The sorority received a certificate
for their tine and help
According to Paige Dunn. ADPis
philanthropy chairwoman last
semester, the university's chapter
donated more than $500 to the
houses through such fundraisers ss
road rallies, scavenger hunts in cars.
crab races, balloon sales, a haunted
house and is annual ADPi carnival.
Every fraternity, sorority and independent organization is allowed
to set up booths that are open to the
public. Last semester the carnival
waa held in McDonald's parking lot.
Dunn, a sophomore from

Louisville, said a teeter-totter
marathon is planned for this
semester. "Members of the sorority will ride the teeter-totter for 24
hours and we will be taking
pledges," she said.
She added they will also have a
Santa Claus photo booth in
December so people can have their
picture token with Santa Claus
The Ronald McDonald Houses
are temporary residences for
families of children being treated for
serious ilrnsssrs in nearby hospitals.
The funds raised have been
distributed to all the houses open
and operating in the United States
and Canada. More than 100 houses
are now open and many are under
renovation or construction for
future opening.

TheeaZypc
If s almost as easy
as turning on your TV

ATTENTION
ALL SORORITIES
WATERMELON BUST
SEPTEMBER 21-25
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DAIRY QUEEN WILL BE OPEN UNTIL
12 MIDNITE ON SATURDAY,
SEPTEMBER 19 TO CELEBRATE EKU'S
FIRST NIGHT GAME!
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Zen ith Data Systems introduces the eaZy pc '"
..now available at great student prices!
You want easy to operate? You've got it! Because
with the eaZy pc'", alryou have to do is pkig the
system in... just like a TV. Once you turn it on, it
tells you exactly what to do, in plain English thanks to Microsoft's* MS-DOS Manager.
You'll be up and running within minutes after
opening the box. So you can do your homework.
Term papers. Research. And more. All with an
ease you've never before experienced.
Your coursework is difficult enough. So don't
hassle yourself with a complicated PC. Turn on to
the eaZy pc" from Zenith Data Systems today!
PLUS - the eaZy pc'" offers you all this...
A 14" monochrome monitor attached to a tilt
swivel base.
PC-compatibility ... runs virtually all important
MS-DOS software.
512K RAM... more than enough to handle your
coursework.

Spec a i p»c<ng o"»- food «"•* OWJMI ■»■■■■
t>»nyft»i»-»aigi
m it.II Hill
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Compact, high-capacity 37z" 720K disk drives.
A complete personal computer system at a
great price... so it's easy on your budget, too!
•aZypc"
SingM Floppy Dtlv.
Our Pnce Only

Du.l Floppy >!»•
Ouf Pno»Onty

■aaiaa*i8Sswa
Our Pno» Only

Make It eaay on yourself with the eaZy pc T
Find out more below:

Zenith Data Systems
5555 Oakbrook Pkwy #420
Norcross, GA 30093
800-237-7590

data
systems
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THE NAME GOES ON'
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Arts/ Entertainment
New club generates New dog's in town
alcohol-free nightlife
By Elizabeth Loathan
Staff writer

The Family Dog. a nightclub
located on the corner of Water and
First streets, has a new family
member. Fedo's Italian Restaurant
opened its doors for business on the
top floor of the building that houses
The Family Dog and Pace's, a Mexican restaurant.

By Jeffrey Newton
Staff writer
The Ark. Richmond's first nonalcoholic nightclub, founded in
1984. has reopened and brought
the university's alcohol-free
crowd to it.
Attendance at the Ark has
been good, according to Ark staff
director Ann Friend
"We have averaged about 80
people per right,' Friend said.
The Ark's volunteer staff
hopes to meet the needs of
university students who don't
drink alcoholic beverages.
Instead of serving alcoholic
drinks the Ark has a concession
stand which serves soft drinks
and other refreshments.
The Ark is just like any other
nightclub in that it has a dance
floor and video games.
"It's just a good place to go if
you want to get away," said
Scott Mandl. executive director
of the Ark.
"It wasn't our intent to compete with the bars. It was just
our intent to provide an alternate
place for students who wanted to
get away," he said.
The Ark hopes to one day be
stable enough to hire bands, according to Friend.
Mandl hopes the Ark will one
day be self-supporting. At present the Ark is open three nights
a week.
Thursday and. Friday nights
are reserved for college students,
while Satuiday is labeled teen
night.
Admission is $1 at the door.
The Ark's staff doesn't require
identification at the door.
The Ark's board of directors
hopes to fund the club on a
regular nightly basis. The club
could be rented for mixers and
other activities, according to
Friend.
Funding for the social night
spot comes from private
donations.
"A lot of businesses have given
money to help out," Mandl said.
The old club was located in
Currier's Music, on Main Street,
and didn't generate as much sup-

The ownm of the new restaurant,
Robbie and Jean Robinson, also own
The Family Dog and half of Paco's.
"We decided to doeethe upstairs
part of The Dog because it usually
brought in a rowdy crowd and it
wasn't making money," said Mrs.
Robinson.
The upstairs part of The Family
Dog used to bouse The Top Dog.
which was also a bar with a stage
for live music performances. Fedo's
is now located there. "Fedo" is an
Italian word meaning "dog."
The opening of the restaurant
coincided with the beginning of the
fall semester, but has not been
advertised "We don't want to make
the same mistake we made with
Paco's. We advertised a lot and we
had so much business that we were
worked to death," said Mrs.
Robinson.

"We are just going to let the
restaurant catch on slowly, so we
can handle it as it comes," she said.
"We had an interior designer to
completely redecorate the place,"
she said.

Patrick Lake, the manager of
Fedo's described the color scheme
and how the restaurant works.
"The cobra are really pretty. The
walls are done in a mauve color with
light and dark gray accents."
Lake said the customer orders
food at a counter and then is served by a waitress at his table.
"The restaurant seats roughly
126 people People like the convenience of being able to eat upstairs
and then walk downstairs for their
entertainment," he said.
"If a customer wants to spend an
evening at the bar we also have a
good selection of appetisers," Lake
said. He said the restaurant uses
fresh vegetables and bakes fresh
bread everyday. "We use only real
cheese and ws make our own dough.
Our cook, Paula Brizendkie, is a real
Italian cook," Lake said.
"It is very important to please the
customer. We are trying to get our
kitchen and our service down pat
before we start advertising," Lake
said.

"The food is a little cheaper than
Paco's. The most expensive thing on
the menu is lasagne, which is $4,"
Mrs. Robinson said.

The restaurant also serves such
Italian foods as pizza, spaghetti,
sandwiches, chicken tetrazine and a
variety of appetizers.

The Robinsons have owned The
Family Dogfor 13 years. "When my
husband bought the bar he renamed it The Family Dog. It used to be
called Specks and before that it was
called the Stakeout." Mrs. Robinson.
The Robinsons, who both attended the university, make it a policy
to hire college students. "We have
students working on all three floors.
We have one girl who has had three
of her older brothers and sisters
work for us over the years," she
said. "Robbie and Jean are the
best employers I have had yet. They
really take good care of their
employees," Lake said.
Lake said he feels the restaurant
will create its own good name over
time.
"Since school started, we have
already seen an increase in business.
People eat here and like it and then
they tell their friends," Lake said.

Dance class proves demanding
Modern dance is a democratic
By Jane Singleton
form of dance. Choreographers are
Staff writer
Have you ever been asked to encouraged to find their own ways
make believe you are a kangaroo of moving and to develop their own
and sit on your tail? Or to mimic a ideas.
croquet wicket or a party whistle?
"That is why I find modern dance
No? Then you probably haven't exciting," Jinks said.
been a member of a PHE 300 class
Professional dancing involves finwhen modern dance was being
ding the muscle group that will pertaught by Virginia Jinks.
Jinks, of the physical education form the move most efficiently and
department, studies and teaches will create the most pleasing design
many dance forms, but prefers the
"Often it is a matter of retraining.
challenges of modern dance.
For example, we learn to walk by
Modarn dance demands creativi- trial and error, and don't necessarity. Teachers work with a student's ly learn the best way," Jinks said.
abilities and individual potential;
they try to get the most a person
has to offer. Jinks said
An example of creative encouragement is the sport dance, used in several classes. Students are
asked to use the components of
dance - space, time and energy and stylize <r change a movement
used in a particular sport.

Progress photo/Mike Morris

Students dance the night away at the Ark.
port as the newly founded Ark.
The new Ark is located at 228
S. Second St. next to Apollo's
Pizza.
According to Friend, the Ark
staff has spoken to local church
groups in an effort to generate
donations and reiterate the club's
positive aspects.
Friend, a university employee,
got interested in the Ark because

CIRCULATION DIRECTOR
NEEDED

she wanted to find an alternate
outlet for her son.
"I didn't want to be one of
those parents who griped
because he was downtown and
not be able to offer him an alternative," she said.
The Ark presently has 20 to 25
volunteer staff workers.
Mandl said, "We want to make
the Ark part of their college
memories."

Skydiving
WOULDN'T YOU REALLY LIKE
TO TRY IT ... AT LEAST ONCE?
Learn sKydiving Irom US PA.
Certified Parachute Instructors
The cost of $1/00 includes
ALL TRAINING
• RENTAL OF EQUIPMENT
FIRST JUMP
• CERTIFICATE

To deliver the Eastern Progress
on campus

"We may be using less efficient
muscle groups. The same is true in
dancing."
Jinks said a dancer may execute
a move for years and not do it correctly. One day it is right and the
dancer knows it is right. There's
much pleasure in reaching that
point.
Since 1970, Jinks has spent the
summers in New York studying
modern dance and jazz In order to
get different approaches to her art,
she studies under several different
teachers and brings the benefits
home to her students.
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O'RILEY'S PUB
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Apply in person in the Eastern
Progress office Room 117
Donovan Annex. 622-1872.
$15 per week

FREE
Colon-Rectal
Cancer Screening
OCTOBER 22-24

We accept these insurance plans:

An Affiliated Center of lie
United States Parachute Association
Location: Berea-Richmond (Lackey's)
Airport. 6 miles south o'
Richmond, KY off US 25
Open: Wed., Sat . » Sun 10:00 am
till dark Classes start at 10 00 am
Jump same day (weather oermitting)
606- HUM lm on Mia» or
606-873 4140 Versailles

GROUP RATES AVAILABLE

3
GREAT
COMEDIANS
AS SUN ON
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NEED EXTRA INCOME?...
YOU CAN EARN UP TO $87.00 MONTHLY
DONATING PLASMA!
If you are a new donor, or if it has been 3 months or longer
since your last donation here, bring this ad and receive a
$10.00 bonus! Please, only one (1) ad per donor.

Blue Cross/Blue Shield Option 2000
Metropolitan Life

238 £. Main
Richmond. KY
623-8900

for more information, call

624-9814
125 S. Third St
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RICHMOND PLASMA
CENTER

OFFER EXPIRES 10-31-87
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Collect calls prove one's
far away but not forgotten

Bbrriinngg Bbrriinngg.
"Jennifer, when are you coming
HsUo.'
Tuned in
home next? Your father and I aren't
"Collect from Jennfer. Will you
getting any younger you know.
accept the charges?"
I spent 18 years being told to
"Jennifer who?"
move out because I was giving her
My parents. They low roe.
gray hairs, and now aba's begging
No, seriously, calling home is one
me to come home because she's getof the things I look forward to weekting them.
ly. In fact, those long distance
phone calls are one of the reasons I
"Probably in three weeks. I've
Jennifer
,t away to school. They're like
Feldman
been busy with-"
tellring Hallmarks. They actually
"Well, so long aa you're leaving
ma appreciate my family
"Hi Mom, it's Jennifer. What's enough time for your school work.
more. And I think they make my u-"
Have you met any nice boys?"
family appreciate roe.
"Mike! Jennifer's on the phone!
Weil, not actually boys, but...
Family members who once told Get the kids!"
" Well Mom, as a matter off actme to abut up during my moat pro"And you're behaving yourealf?"
found arguments now pay to hear
"Hi hon. How are you?"
"Fine Dad. I just wanted to call
"Yeah-"
me say that I'm fine, school's fine,
and-"
"Good. We miss you"
everything's fine.
"Good. Glad to hear it. Do you
If I still lived at home and I call"Miss you. too."
Progress photo/Mike Morris ed the house, for whatever reason I have enough money?"
About that time four or five siblMoney? Is this a trick question? ings start grabbing for extensions
Mabel McKermey rehearses with the university orchestra.
would have for adsaag my own
house, the person aiw—liig woulc
to yell their ipodbyes. They miss me
"Yeah. I just wanted to say-"
greet mo with, "What do you want?
"That's great. Listen, your too.
I'm on the other line."
brothers and sisters want to aay
The meter is ticking and the conNow I got the VIP treatment something You be good. Have fun. versation has to be cut abort
whenever I calL The whole family Love you. Bye."
because, let's face it. this is costing
gathers around the telephone They
money.
"Bye Da-"
look like a Norman Rockwell print.
"Call back soon." Mom says just
"Jenny! I lost a tooth today!"
Interesting^ enough, they're so
before she hangs up. "We love talkWhat happened to Dad?
Mrs. McKenney agrees. "The thrilled to hear from me. they don't
"That's great. Which one are ing to you."
Likewise, her husband's musical
By Jennifer Feldman
students are very respectful. I think really care what I have to say. The you?"
Arts editor
experience has been extensive.
Yep, if it weren't for those long
"Oh, hold on, Mom wants the distance phone calls, home would
Mr. McKenney received a they enjoy having us around. They conversation usually sounds
"Its kind of a shame that some
kind of look on us as parent something Ike this:
seem a lot farther away.
phone again."
•
people spend all their youth learn- master's degree in music education figures," she said.
from
UK.
Later,
he
received
a
docing to play an instrument and then
Michelle Springer, a 19-year-old
go to college and play in the or- torate degree in education from
chestra or ban* but never play Florida State University, he's now music merchandising major who
Makarova and Company, the Robert Denvers and Perry Brunson.
Progress staff report
again after that," Dr. John Roberts, a professor in the education also plays the viola, sat next to Mr.
McKenney in the orchestra last
Meredith Lee Benson, a Rich- Washington Ballet and the Savan- among others.
chairman of the music department department.
semester.
She
said
he
broke
the
He
served
aa
the
band
director
at
mond
native and a former universi- nah Ballet
The program will consist of three
and director of the university's symHarrison County High School for monotony of practices with his ty student, will perform as part of
dances.
phony orchestra, said..
very glad to be back
the Cincinnati Ballet in its ap- in "Meredithis
One couple obviously agrees with three years and was the band direc- sense of humor.
bar hometown,' bar mother,
The last dance. "Three Dances to
pearance
in
Brock
Auditorium
at
Springer
added
she
respected
him
that observation and rrfuses to give tor at what was once UK's
Suzanne BeaHBi said.
Japanese Music," tells the story of
because he volunteered his time to ■7:30 p.m. on Sept. 22.
laboratory school for seven years.
up their musical inclination.
how a river god stole a lord's
Both have taught music lessons the orchestra.
Benson trained with Nab Jorgen- daughter, angering him. Strobe
At 64, William andMabel McKen
Although this is Benson's second
"The tines of the rehearsals season with the Cincinnati Ballet, son of the Lexington Ballet and in lights are used as part of the special
ney are the oldest couple to perform privately in the past, and both sing
aren't the moat convenient; she has danced on Broadway with New York with David Howard,
in the university's symphony in their church choir.
effects.
"We're musicians and we like to sometimes it's hard for me to make
orchestra.
The couple has played with the or- play wherever we're needed," Mrs. the practices," she said.
chestra since they moved to Rich- McKenney said.
Rehearsals are held on Mondays
mond from Statesboro, Ga., 18
irish I had some witty, scin- from 7 pjn. - 9:30 pm. and on
years ago. Both play string in- tillatirto reason for doing it. but it's Wednesdays from 3:30 p.m. - 5 p.m.
Marsha Webb, a 20-year-old
struments. He plays the viola; she just something I like to do." Mr.
Sept. 17 - 23
music education major, said Mrs.
plays the violin.
McKenney said.
The couple said play hg in the orRoberts said the couple has McKenney helps "cany the sec21-24 African Culture Festival
chestra came naturally for them, as helped the orchestra tremendously
tion."
"Africa: Objects of Art"
"She has added a lot to the sound
they have been in music almost all
"The experience they bring has
(of
the
orchestra)
just
being
there.
of their lives.
been invaluable, particularly since
Exhibit opens. Giles Gallery
Mrs. McKenney has played the they are string players, which are She's still get a good musical mind,"
22 Cincinnati / New Orleans Ballet
Webb said.
violin for more than 50 years. She scarce all over," he said
received a bachelor's degree in
Mrs. McKenney said she and her
7:30 p.m. Brock Auditorium.
Roberta added the couple "knows
music from the University of Ken- the routine," because they have husband have gotten just as much
$1 students, $2 others.
tucky. She has taught music both in been with the orchestra for so long, out of playing in the orchestra as
they
have
put
in.
23
Georgia
Satellites in concert
public grade schools and at Georgia a fact that benefits the student
"We enjoy playing anywhere
Southern College.
players.
8 p.m. Brock Auditorium
Currently, she directs a children's
"The students tend to lean on they'll have us. It keeps us young,"
$5 students, $8 at door
she said.
church choir and a women's chorus. them." he said.

Senior couple provides
experience to orchestra

Former student to perform with ballet

Arts and Entertainment
Highlights

THE BROTHERS OF

SIGMA NU
Welcome

the novices of their Alpha
Pledge Class Fall 1987

Nu

Chuck Crain
James Fletcher
Russell Floyd
Byron Followed
John Hamilton

Victor Harris
David Mathias
Sam Mills
Tom Monarch
Ed Nicholson

Kenneth Porter
Terry Rawlins
Mark Spencer
John Susco
John Suter

Brad Thrasher
Curt Troutwine
Jim Young

"Alpha Nu-The Beginning of The New Siwrta Nu"

JIMS GONE CRAZY
SALE

ITHE BEAR
&

••••••••••••••••••**

BEAT THE CLOCK!!!!

.20 DRAFTS AND SOFT DRINKS
.30 BAR DRINKS
.JO DRAFTS AND SOFT DRINKS

ITHE BULL

■ 50
.1*0
.70
.50
■ 90

Hs'i procHcolly
giving owoy fVl
Sfereos Guffors. Guns Jewelry. 35 AAM
Comeroi
Typewriters. Muticol In
sfrumenfs. Amplifiers, ond loll more
Moke Jim o d»ol he con I refuse 4 hurry
before he chonges his fnlndl

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
FREE BUFFET

BAR DRINKS
DRAFTS AND SOFT DRINKS
BAR DRINKS
DRAFTS AND SOFT DRINKS
BAR DRINKS

NIGHTLY DRINK SPECIALS

Jims Pawn Shop
3rd «V Water Sts.
Richmond, Ky.

SATURDAY PRE-GAME PARTY
2 FOR I DRINKS

623-2810

PIZZA
FREE DELIVERY

Jff Colas

Limited Delivery Are-

EXPRESS CARRY-OUT
EXTKA '1.00 Off
S«k» It' Nul l~ luJnl

No Limit —
Will. Any Pine Purchese

SCENE:

Bargain

LOCATION:

Hunters"

Shoppers

Dream

Village

;
T2" SmalT "T "Item" Tizzas™ " J" ^"^"mall" 7 Item Pizzas I
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|
$ 5.99
I
2 Medium 1 Item Plzzaa I 2 Medium 1 Item Pizzas'
S
$ 7.99
Il
$ 7.99
2 Large 1 Item Pizzas J
2 Large 1 Item Pizzas
$ 9.99
$ 9.99

623-2102
805 Eastern Bypass
Suite 5
Richmond, KY

2 Small 1

Scene

Be.ich

REEBOK
$10

Scone

WOLFF

OFF

10

n .

TAN
$ 1 5

APPI Y N< tW FOH I KU
'CLASSMATI Ol l"HI MONTH

Item Pizzas
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$
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$

Gym

J

1 Item Plzzaa!
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Item Pizzas a
9.99
I
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WHAT
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TAKES?
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455 EASTERN BYPASS
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY 40475
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Sports
No. 13
directs
offense
By Elmer Thomas

Contributing writer
After two years of holding the
football for field goal and extra
point attempts. Matt Wallace has
finally gotta? the chance to do what
he came to the university for, play
quarterback.
After graduating from Woodford
County High School in 1984,
Wallace, a 21-year-old junior, came
to the university that fall and was
red-shirted by Coach Roy Kidd.
This past Saturday, Wallace
started at quarterback for the first
time in his career, but the Colonels
were defeated by the University of
Tennessee-Chattanooga 10-0.
In that game, Wallace completed
three of 11 passes for a total of 23
yards, but he said offense was difficult to generate because of the
team's field position throughout the
game.
"I was definitely confident going
in (to the game), but it was hard on
the offensive team to start so deep
in the field." Wallace said.
Even though his playing time was
limited last year, Wallace said he
never considered quitting or
transferring to another school.
Now, Kidd also feds confident
with Wallace at the helm.
"I recruited Matt because I could
tell he would fit into our type of offense," Kidd said.
While Kidd classified Wallace as
a dropback passer who can run the
option, Walace said he does have
the ability to go deep but would
rather make passes in the 10- to 15yard range.
Many thought freshman Lorenzo
Fields would assume the signalcalling duties, but Kidd announced
that Wallace was his man even
before the fall season began. Kidd
has decided Fields will still see playing time if necessary.
Assistant coach and offensive
coordinator Leon Hart said it is
hard to rate Wallace in the opening
game because quarterbacks usually
never have a great first start.
Hart said he felt Wallace changed plays at the line of scrimmage
well and was able to read the Moccasin defenses, but the Colonels still
could not score.

Colonels shutout 10-0
as UTC defense shines
By Brent Kisser
Dampier stumbled into punter BilSports editor
ly Smith on Smith's next attempt
What a difference a year makes. and, a rougbing-the-kicker penalty
In 1986, the University of was called, giving the Mocs the ball
Tenoosaoo Chattanooga Moccasins back first and 10.
came to Hanger Field for the footThe second half of play was no
ball home opener and were sent better for the Colonels
home with a 23-3 loss after gaining
Chattanooga picked up a Harris
only one yard on the ground. The fumble at the Colonels' 21-yard line
tables were turned on the Colonels and proceeded to a touchdown on a
when the Mocs hung a 10-0 loss on short run by Steve ColweU. Waters'
their visitors from the bluegrass kick was good and the Mocs led
Saturday night in Chattanooga, 10-0.
Term.
Freshman Lorenzo Fields replacIt marked the first time the Col- ed Wallace at the start of the fourth
onels had lost their opening game quarter, but Fields was unable to
move the Colonels' downfield The
since 1978, and the first time they fleet-footed Fields was sacked twice
had been shut out since 1981 by the Moccasin defense during the
against Navy, 24-0.
"Our offense never got any drives two series he was on the field.
A Chattanooga interception of
going," said Colonel Coach Roy
Kidd. "I've never been in a game Wallace late in the contest doomed
when we never got a shot at a field any thought the Colonels' had of a
come-from-behind win.
goal."
Chattanooga collected 12 first
The only serious scoring threat in
the first quarter was mounted by downs to the Colonels' seven. On 68
Progress photo/Charlie Bofton the Moccasins until the Colonels' carries, Moccasins runners amassed
Richard Johnson intercepted a Brad 218 yards while the Colonel rushing
Matt Wallace rols out to pass last week.
Patterson pass at the Colonels' own attack waa held to 53 yards on 34
Both Hart and Wallace hope to have to go out Saturday and prove 10-yard line
carries, as they suffered many losses
it."
put points on the board against
on end around and misdirection
The
next
quarter
opened
with
the
When Wallace isn't thinking
Marshall University on Saturday in
runs.
only
real
drive
the
Colonels
made
all
about football, he thinks about what
front of the home crowd.
evening
which
started
at
their
own
Individually, Harris gained 68
"After last week, it was such s let- he can do to improve life in O'Don- 15. After runs of 12 yards by
yards
on 12 carries while senior
nell
Hall
as
president
of
hall
council.
down," Walace said. "It was emHis biggest gripe about the school tailback Qroy Harris and four James Crawford picked up 18 yards
barrassing."
yards by fullback Oscar Angulo to on 10 rushing attempts.
isn't the food or noise at night.
Neither team went much to the air
"We're a better offensive team
"The parking is terrible," Wallace UTC's 47-yard line, the uprising
fizzled after Harris was dropped for as Chattanooga completed two of
than that,"he continued "We just said with a laugh.
a loss and quarterback Matt eight passes for 26 yards while
Wallace's pass to Frank White fell Wallace connected on three of 11 for
incomplete at the 16.
23 yards.
^@;
Split end Mike Cadore said his
After the ensuing punt, Chattanooga began a nine-minute, team's offense was limited because
19-play series that culminated in a of a tight Chattanooga defense.
"If we could have run a variety of
32-yard field goal by Dennis Waters.
Midway through that drive, Chat- plays, we could have moved the ball
tanooga had been forced to punt on better," said Cadore, who had two
a fourth down and seven situation. receptions for 23 yards.
"We just got whipped physicalThe punt was downed inside the ColNumber of Poles: 5
onels' own 10, but Chattanooga was ly," said Kidd. "I think Chatcalled for a personal foul that was tanooga was more fired up to play
■Height of Poles:100-110 feet
The Colonels' Charles us than for us to play them."

UiyM

[Number of Light Bulbs: 210
:Type of Bulbr 1,500 Watt
Bulb Field Coverage: Each bulb covers
20 square yards
Amount of Concrete per Hole: 20 yards
Weight of each Pole: 7,600 poundsCost of Project:
$250,000

IQID

SUPER SAVINGS ON
NEW TYPEWRITERS

Neither offensive coordinator
Leon Hart or Kidd thfctk they will
make radical changes in the Colonels' lineup for Saturday's home
opener agaktst Marshal University.
"We've got to play (Rick)
Burkhead," said Kidd regarding
the team's freshman fulback from
Clark County who failed to see action in Tennessee. "Our follback has
got to be a good blockar for our offense to move the football."
The Marshall Thundering Herd,
now 1-1 after a loss at Ohio University, brings a defense "every bit as
good or better than Chattanooga's",
according to Hart, to Hangar Field
for the first and only night game of
the year.
Last year's game between them at
Huntington W.Va.. ended in a
13-13 tie.
"We kinda do have ■ score to settle with them," said senior offensive
guard Keith Townsend
Scoring could again be a problem
this time around. The Colonels have
only scored a total of 20 points
against Marshall in their last two
meetings.
On defense. Marshall returns 10
of 13 regulars from last season, and
they have a quarterback, Tony
Peterson, who has passed for 644
yards and three touchdowns in only two outings.
"They are a better balanced offensive team than Chattanooga," Kidd
said. "It doesn't get any easier."
The game, which is being promoted by the university and the
Richmond Chamber of Commerce as
Community Family Night, will kick
off at 7 p.m. A special dedication
ceremony, turning on the new
lights, is set for ten minutes before
kick-off.
About 2,000 fans will receive
"EKU Raly Rags" to wave at the
game.
AJ6- to 20- minute fireworks
snow will happen immediately
following the game.

sense

202 Water Street

623-4567

OPEN 7 DATS
A WEEK

Tanning
with the
freshest bulbs!

UNIVERSITY I BODY SHOP

• Fast, quitt letter printing
• Liquid LCD display
• Automatic error correction

"THE MOST COMPLETE INDEPENDENTLY OWNED.BODY SHOP IN MADISON CO WITH 36 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE"
HOURS MON FRJ 8 AM - 4:30 PM
DAVID VAN WINKLE

369-5648

WE SPECIALIZE IN MAJOR'AUTO
BODY REPAIR OF: (ASKABOUTOURGUARANTEE)
AU. AMERCAN UAOC CAfl t TRUCKS
ALL r-OREGM l«Hn. ALXX POASCX
VOLVO. AND UAtfl OTHERS
CORVETTE REPAR3 • FRAME » L#*k
BOOY RE PAR WfTH T>« EOUPWEMT A
KNOWLEDGE fT TAKE* TO DO IT ROKT
THEFRSTTUC
OLMUTr REf»«HNO»PAJNTHQ

WELCOME
EKU STUDENTS
FREE ESTIMATES
ON CAMPUS

• Built in handle with snap-on cover
Thu Is s greet buy at...

ONLY

$90.00
QUANTITY LIMITED

WOMEN
Put your best look fcrnwd.
The professionals at

Hairsense

take the time to discuss
your hair care needs as well
as offer suggestions for the
subtle chanar that keeps
you u p-to-date or the dramatic change that gets you
noticed.

Introductory
SpeciaJsl
You can get a haircut
almost anywhere for SB or
*7. But for a limited time,
you can get the lasteat cut
along with a shampoo and
an expert blow dry/style
from one of our award winning stylist*

SENO TO
OwMCT ILBCTWO-SK: SALCS
3353 So Msm Si . Sw*S »1
Stft UU City, UT Milt

EKU
BY-PASS
BankJ
\\UBS
Bybee Pottery

BYBEE, WACO ONLY 12 MINUTES FROM RICHMOND

Wft-v-,

»•*>« liawiMM as fa*)- paaj sj
aoo naooii-iq I W— JO asyS *0 rm#ri BMHaM
f I am oo* Mt«f>M
O My crasca or won** e-oa- •• ■"■!■■■■
tr-pCOO lAM 17 "to COO pneet
I-MM

TODAY'S MEN

TURN TO US FOR
HAIRSTYLES
1CAU AU.OW a • 4 Wrf IKS 'O* Of LIVlSV

THAT LOOK
QREATI

We change our
bulbs frequently to
Insure that you
receive the best tan
posslblel Please
feel free to check
the hours on our
tanning bulbs!

AU this for only

*12
*9
Women

Pfen

•

Come teach in Miami!

Dade County Public Schools, the nation $ fourth largest school system, offers a variety •
of teaching experiences in the Grader Miami area, an exciting multicultural community •
Salary Range. Bachelor's Degree -$21,250 to $32411
Master's Degree- $24,250 to$35.411
Excellent Benefits.

NEW INITIATES
David Atcher
Chris Bennion
Mike Cox
Harold Norman Hume III
Keith Link
Charlie
McOermott
Greg McElroy
Gregory Simpson
Scott Stephens
Greg Tate

>

A

NEW ASSOCIATES
Brent Aldridge
Eddie Baker
Brad Bellm
Chris Carter
Glenn Clark
Tony Ewing
Thomas Higgins
Scott Holdsworth
Bob Leu rant
Mark McGhee
Shamus McLathom
Joe Miller
Steve Smith
Matt Wells

The Alternative Teacher Certification 'program
For Liberal Arts Majors!
:

Interviews on EKU Career Day
September 28-29
For More Info:'Contact Ashley Keith
Dade County Public Schools
1550 N. Miami Ave.
Miami Florida 33136

:
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ESPN to cover
OVC, Colonels

Tennis team
opens season
By Brent Ki.ner
Sport* edit**
After a third-place iniah in the
Ohio Valley Conference in 1987.
Coach Sandra Martfci said the
university women's tennia aquad
should be one of the teams to beat
in 1968.
"I feel like Austin Peay and us
will be the strongest teams in the
conference," Martin said.
The Colonels will have to win it
without departing seniors Laura
Heaaelbrock and Becki Mark.
Heaaelbrock. the No 2 singles
player last year, combined with
Mark as the No. 2 doublee team s
year ago.
"Anytime you lose a senior who
was a starter, it'a a big loss." Mar
tin said.
The competition for the No.l
singles spot is growing, according to
Martin.
"We have four people who potentially could play No. 1 singles.'
Martin sad.
Currently, the person holding that
spot is junior Psm Wise, who will be
relied on to face the opposition's
best player each time she steps on
the court. But she is not alone.
"We've got some awfully strong
freshmen," Martin said
One of those freshman, Nicole
Wagstaff, hails from Zknbabwe, a
country in southern Africa. According to Martin. Wagstaff has competed in tournaments throughout
Europe and Japan.
"She has had a lot of experience
on clay courts," Martin said. "She
has to change her game a little bit
for the hard surf aces."

By Brent Risaer
Sport, editor
University basketball fans who
have access to cable television can
ase the Colonels live on ESPN on
two occasions this winter.
The network, which reaches 43
million borne*, or half of all homes
that have a television in the country, has announced it wil broadcast
five late-night Ohio Valley Conference games including the Colonels' games at Murray State
University. Jan. 16, and at Middle
Tennessee State University on Feb.
12.
The games are scheduled to be
played and broadcast live at midnight, and according to university
basketball Coach Max Good, he
doesn't mind the late starts.
"I would play at 3 am just to be
on television" Good said "If we get
a chance for national exposure, we
need to take advantage of it."
Two factors Good said may have

Martin said a farmer star at
Morehesd State University. Sally
Birch, brought Wagstaff to her attention and "a lot of letters were
mailed" in order to get Wagstaff to
join bar team.
Two other freshman, Joanne
Dilanni. from Lake Park. Fla., and
Samantha Roll, from Brookville,
Ohio, are currently ineligible to play
as the university is still awaiting
academic information from their
high schools Martin said she has
every reason to believe they will be
eligible to play soon.
"Joanne Dilanni is an awfully fine
player." Martin said. "We know
she's got the talent."
Arwi<_Kff fifmliiimi Martin ■»g»M»i

Laura Jody from Cortan, quit the
team effective Sept. 8.
"Laura baa decided aha can't play
tennia and keep up with her college
work." said Martin. "That's a
shame, because she had the talent."
Martin said aha believed Jody
might return to the team later in her
college career.
Nevertheless, Martin still has S
total of nine players to work with.
"We've got some kids who came
back stronger," she said "We're going to have a lot of depth."
That depth may well be shown in
the bottom four singles slots as the
team returns two players who performed well among conference
competition
Sophomore Tina Peruzzi. who
won the conference's No 6 singles
title last season, and Tina Cats,
runner-up at the No. 5 singles position will hold down simlar positions
this year. Martin said

influenced ESPN'a decision were
that the OVC was the second
afsjaast scoring conference in the nation in 1986-87 and the conference
ranked 17th out of 33 Division I
conferences, an improvement from
24th in 198686 on the NCAA com
puterued ratings.
Colonel canter Tyrone Howard
said he accepted the television appearances as a challenge, and he
said he would be a little scared.
"I going to try to act civilized and
not act so crazy," Howard added.
Guard Jeff McGill said it would
also give the team members
families at home a chance to see
them play.
Other OVC games to be covered
by ESPN include Austai Peay State
University
vs.
Tenneaaee
Technological University on Jan.
22, Middle Tenneaaee State University vs. Tennessee State University
on Feb. 12 and MTSU vs. Austin
Peay on Feb 27.

Progress photo/Mike Morris

Pam Wise waits to retim a shot in practice Monday.
Also returning are juniors Dee
Cannon and Amy White, who was
ineligible far play last year after
transferring to the university from
the University of Toledo.
Cannon will most likely play No.
3 singles while White wil be at No.
6 singles.
e • •
The woman's tennis team traveled to Highland Heights last week to
meet Northern Kentucky University and came away with seven of the
nine matches played.
At No. 1 singles. Wise defeated

Bauer, 6-2. 84; Wagstaff won over
Hoskins, 6-4. 6-0 at No.2; Cannon
defeated Toebben. 6-3. 6-4 at No. 3;
Tina Cats beat Neagle 6-2, 4-6, 7-6
(7-4 in the tiebreakerl; Peruzzi won
over Hambock. 6-3. 6-2; and Northern'a Frommeyer defeated White.
6-4. 6-2.
In doublee. Wise and Cannon
defeated Bauer and Goodridge. 6-3.
6-1; Wagstaff and Cete defeated
Toebben and Hoskins,6-3. 8-4; and
Peruzzi and White lost to Northern's Neagle and Ham bricks. 4-6.
3-6.

Saturday's Football Action
Morehead St. 37
Kentucky St. 0

Tennessee Tech 43
Liberty
23

Youngstown St.20
Bowling Green 17

Murray St.
30
S.E. Missouri 12

UT-Martin
Austin Peay

Ohio U. 23
Marshall 15

30
10

Spikers raise record to 5-2, extend streak to 49
By Brent Riaaer
^>orts editor

The university volleyball team
raised its record to 5-2 after winning
four matches out of five at the
Western Kentucky University Invitational in Bowling Green over the
weekend.
The team finished fifth in an
eight-team field that induded teams
from the Ohio Valley and Sunbelt
conferences. They now hold the No.
}0 ranking in the NCAA Divison I
South Region.
On Friday, the Colonels lost a

hard-fought match against the
University of Alabama-Birmingham
that went five games. After taking
the first two games 15«and 15-11.
UAB proceeded to win the final
three 15-13. 15-11. and 16-14.
"I thought our team played extremely well," said university
volleyball Coach Geri Pohrino regarding the UAB match. "We made a
couple of critical errors to that last
game."
Later that day, the Colonels
challenged the home team, the
Western Kentucky Univeraity

Hilltoppers. and swept them in
three games.
In Saturday'a action, the Colonels
eventually played three more times
starting with a 3-1 win over Virginia
Commonwealth Univeraity.
They raised their winning streak
againat conference schools to 49 by
beating Tennessee Technological
University in four games. Then, the
Colonels gained fifth place overall
with another victory over VCU in
four games
According to senior team member
Deb Winkler. the tournament, set
up so teams that played in one

bracket, or pool played teams in the
opposite poet, was very unusual
"It waa a really werd tournament," said Winkler, who was named to an all-tournament team for the
second week in a row. "In the four
years I've been here, I've never
played in this kind of tourney."
In the 20 games she played in at
Western. Wtakler had 86 lolls to led
the team and converted on nearly 40
percent of those attempts.
Patty Kantz, the team's setter on
offense who waa also named to the
all-tournament teens, said her team
came out and played well together

can do." she said with a smile. "For
again this week.
"The middles (blockera) really a young squad, it has been s very
held the (opponents') blockers." she good start."
The Colonels return home aa they
said "Our passing was better, and
host their first tournament of the
we played smarter, too."
But the story of this tournament year st Weaver Gym starting Friwaa the Colonels' substitutes, who day when they play the College of
William & Mary at 1:30 p.m. They
Winkler called "heroe."
"Becky Baker came in and made will meet the Univeraity of Notre
some key blocks." Pdvino said. Dame at 7:30 p.m.
Kathy McMahon came in and just
Rice University, the University of
served Western off the court in the Cincinnati and the Univeraity of
last game."
Akron are other potential Colonel
Polvino said she still doesn't know opponents fa the tourney.
"We're looking forward to playing
what her team is capable of doing.
"We're sail finding out what they at home," Polvino added.
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WELCOME BACK
EKU STUDENTS

LONG STEM
tStallua Otovtx J£o(>

Expires 9-22-87

f>m 'B*f Ut cAouu*. As* 4
^Arf*» J. OCy 404T>
ltht>f to4-otq$

$3.95

$5.00 OFF

jor a dozen roses
■ Coupon

62*9351

I

For Package of Twelve
With Student ID.

»***%■?""
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Drive-In
This Week's. Special

• GRAND OPENING
MO m. MAIN

■I

•
II

J
•

Jet Burgers
990

THURSDAY IMIQMT

S for 1
TWO
IN

Expires Sept. 23, 1987
624-2018

613 Big Hill Avc.
Richmond, KY
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Pi Phi's Congratulate Their Fall 1987
Pledges And New Initiates!

Ann Belanger
Carol Bennett
Melissa Bradford
Beth Campbell
Angel Combs
Janice Dagen
Lisa Davenport
Sandy Grau
Stephanie Hobbs
Anne Humbert
Martina Jones
Michelle Needy

In-Had nm * pod* rowrfcxw rosoo. rsjpoc* wtlut
bwO"«tfi ■nawjel now groat* took odd nwoaod *w»a
■ntpawt !y-j*r» and rood •*•« (too** cowpoa ond
t#f-k-m«*o*wr. pod* •■wo) Motl con and wgM truck*

^•™ Mi Parti I Service Ceeter
BIlfrWat^lfalsWMst
1624-2990 *^***<^'*~i*&m

Electronic
Tune-Ups
With SUN

PLEDGES
Cindy Newman
Melanie Roberts
Sydney Roberts
Sally Schatzman
Glenda Shannon
Katrina Smarwood
Jennte Stewart
Janie Sutherland
Missy Tanner
Rochelle Taulbee
Kelh Trimble
Wendy Wilson
Teri Wright

91WIZE

Front Disc Brakes

Flush I Fill
We'll completely flush your rodiotor and
cooling system, chock oil bolts, hosos &
water pumps ond rsjfilt with up to ? gallon*
of antifreeze/coolant Most cors & l>ght
trucks

Lube, Oil « Fittor

Angela Booze
Connie Coury
Carry Doyle
Dana Kelly
Missy Mann
Tammy Vrooman
Laurie Wheelan
Heather Yeoman

,

Up to 5 quarts of Quaker State 10W30.
,
new filter, complete chassis lube Most con
and light trucks

Diagnostic
Computer

INITIATES

188

Multi-Mile

We'll imloll new plugs. *et inning. od|U>< corburetor(if
applicable). Anolyie s>Mem with SUN Diognoihc
Computer Add $8 <c ttandord ignition plu» ony
odditionol ports Most COM ond light trucks

Now On Sale!
•FREE Ho**1 Hazard Warranty

44*

"We'll Meet Or Beat
ANYONE'S Prices!"

90 Days Same As Cash On Tires, Parts ft Service
iww> opp'Ovvd trod*

A GREAT PLACE TO BUY TIRES

A GREAT PLACE TO BUY TIRES
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Golfer
strokes
to PGA
/

By Tom Wiseman
SUff »-rit«r
A former university golfer, who
was the individual medalist in the
Ohio Valley Conference Tournament
twice in his career, now holds an
even more prestigious title, the Kentucky State Amateur champion,
and he hasn't reached his 25th birthday yet.
Bruce Oldendick. 23, said he
utilized the home court advantage
to win the amateur title in June by
one stroke on a course he's known
most of his life, the Boone County
Golf Course in Florence.
"It was close the whole way
through," he said.
Oldendick played the first 18
holes of the tourney in 72 strokes,
and after his69 in the second round,
he found himself sitting atop the
leader board. Another 72 in the
third round set him up to win the
championshp the next day. when he
settled for a 73 to gain a one-stroke
win.
"I hit the ball pretty good and
putted real well the first three days,
and the last day I putted absolutely terrible," he said.
Oldendick said his familiarity
with the course definitely gave him
some advantage over his competitors, but he said he didn't realize
he had won until he walked off the
last green on the fourth day of play.
"I knew all the shots, but on the
other hand I knew where my problems were," he said, adding that he
had practiced for the state amateur
more than he had for ary other tournament. "I hit 700 balls in one day
and was sore the next day."
Last month, Oldendick participated in the Kentucky Open at
the Frankfort Country Club and
competed against amateurs, like
himself, and other professionals. He
shot five over par for the tournament, which was won by Ralph Landrum. a regular touring pro.
"He doesn't hit the ball real far.
he's patient consistent and knows
and plays within his limitations,"

'Losing,' a bad word
to men in O'Donnell
No one ikes to lose. Not the
Boston Celtics. Or the New York
Mets. Or the Indianapolis Colts
(Weil, they lose so often, it has
become their lifestylel
After talking with a number of
the university footbal players in
O'DonneU Hall Sunday afternoon, I
soon discovered they didn't like to
lose either.
In every room, the players were
either watching football on television or taking about Saturday
night's 10-0 loss at Chattanooga.
Tenn.
No one could agree on why the
game turned out as it did, as it was
the first time the team had been
shut out B a collegiate game.
Everyone dd agree that the University of Tennessee-Chattanooga
Moccasins just outplayed them.

Defensive award
given to Jekel
Progress staff report
Colonels' linebacker Ron Jekel
has been named the Ohio Valley
Conference Defensive Player of the
Week for his performance in Saturday's 10-0 loss at the University of
TennesseeChattanooga.
According to university footbal]
Coach Roy Kidd, Jekel was in on 29
tackles durkig the game.
'' I can't remember any player getting that many hits," Kidd said.

Photo by Rob CarrKentucky Post

Bruce Oldendick at Boone County Golf Course,
said Andy Hummer, a former teammate of Oldendick's and a member
of the university golf team.
Oldendick credits his father in
getting him where he is today.
"I've had a lot of teachers and
guys who have taught me the
swing, but Dad is \ always there
when you get down on yourself," he
said.
\
Oldendick recently qualified for
the U.S. Amateur tournament in
West Palm Beach. Fla. in August,
but waa unable to qualify for match
play the same result as a year ago.

when he tried out the first time for
one of golf's most coveted
championships.
Oldendick plans on turning pro
within the next couple of weeks and
wants to play on the professional
mini-tour. First, though. Oldendick
must attends Professional Golfer's
Association school.
Oldendick, a general business major, would ike to mix business with
his sport and start his own pro shop,
but only if he is unsuccessful as a
professional golfer.

Moore, Cruse end
successful years

No doubt, they will lose their No.
3 national ranking, but they have
the remander of the season to
justify their preseason rating.

Bleacher
preacher

IT!?

If I was a member of the Marshall
Thundering Herd, I would not expect to meet the same Colonels
Chattanooga saw in its first game.
Brent Risner

Defensive back Richard Johnson
perhaps summed up the team's sentiments best.
"Losing is losing, and getting
shut out is getting shut out,"
Johnson said. He mav not be a
philosophy major, and he doesn't
claim to be Cicero either.
No one on defense could explain
why the Moccasins gained more
than 220 yards rushing against a
unit that had consistently buried
every team's ground game, including Chattanooga's, one year
ago.
This week's loss will not effect the
Colonels' conference standing except when comparing overall
records, and they have put one of
their toughest opponents behind
them. Remember, the Mocs
defeated theeventual 1986 Division
I-AA champions, Georgia Southern
College, 36-14. and had 18 starters
returning.
Plus, this Colonel team still has
hope. This Saturday night they
return to Hanger Field to play Marshall University under the new
lighting system installed during the
summer.

Progress staff report
The seasons of two former Colonel
baseball players now in the Kansas
City Royals organization have ended with positive results.
Center-fielder Robert Moore led
Progress staff report
the Northwest League in batting
with a .374 average with 13 doubles.
The parking lot adjacent to the
four triples and 25 RB Is. Moore also Begley Building for those Colonel
stole 23 bases in 24 attempts and Club members tailgating Saturday
had a .477 slugging percentage with will not be open until 430 p.m. that
the Eugene, Ore. Class A farm team. day in order to better secure the lot
Pitcher Jeff Cruse, also in Class and have it avalable for club use.
A at Appleton, Wis., had a 6-2
The lot will be open at 11 a.m. for
record with a 3.81 ERA in 49 inn- all subsequent home games, accorings of pitching as a reliever out of ding to assistant sports information
the bullpen
director Jack Frost.

Parking changes
for Colonel Club

The fana should not expect to
meet the same surroundings they
saw last year. More than 260
rockets wil be launched in a 16- to
20-minute fireworks show following
the game, so don't leave early.
I' ve never attended a night game
at Hanger Raid either, but I have
a few tips for the thousands of fans
expected to be in attendance.
1. If you are allergic to or afraid
of moths, don't go near the lights.
2. Unless you wish to be escorted
from the at>a¥— to the Madison
County Jai. do not bring a BB gun
to the stadium to shoot out bulbs.
3. Do not scalp the 76cent tickets
you bought from the Richmond
Chamber of Commerce anywhere on
university property, or you will
meet the same fate as the fellow who
blasts some bulbs.
4. Remember to take off your blue
attire if you attended the University of Kentucky-Indiana
University game Saturday afternoon in favor of maroon and white.
6. Bring a blanket and a friend to
share it with, just in case.
The university had strange
visitors from the West aa the Utah
State University football Aggies
came to town Sept. 6 to prepare for
last Saturday's game with UK.
Classes at Utah State had not
begun, so the team decided to make
Richmond its home away from
home. According to university
Athletic Director Donald Combs,
the Aggies were very pleased with
university facilities, which they
rented the use of.
I wonder how their coach felt
about staying at the Holiday Inn
and eating at the Martin Hall
Cafeteria for one week and then loa- j
ing to the Wildcats 41-0. Apparent- /
ly, we just spoiled them rotten.

TCEWER

feaaai

Fittarn Kmnturltu llnlumrtilu

'B9A5D
CINCINNATI
NEW ORLEANS BALLET

Tuesday. Sept.22, 7:30
BROCK AUDITORIUM

Admission:

Full Time Students-$1.00
All Other-$2.00
Tickets on Sale at
Cashiers Window
Coates Biding

